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A Letter from the 
American Jobs Project
It’s no secret that America’s middle class is in crisis; indeed, “the 
hollowing out of the middle class” has become a well-worn phrase, 
causing politicians to rail, bloggers to rage, and citizens to reel. 
Polls consistently reveal that jobs and the economy are at or near 
the top of citizen concerns.1 Over the last few decades, the loss of 
middle-income jobs in America has been due largely to the global 
shift in manufacturing (“tradable jobs”) to emerging economies.2 
Of the millions of jobs lost during the recession, most were 
good-paying, middle-class jobs.3 Unfortunately, many of the jobs 
created during the recovery have been in low-skill, low-paying 
occupations.4 These trends are not going to reverse themselves. 
Leadership is needed, but the gridlocked U.S. Congress has failed 
in recent years to adopt robust policies to stoke middle-class jobs 
in America.

In President George W. Bush’s autobiography, Decision Points, 
the former president recounts a conversation he had with the 
then-President of China, Hu Jintao. “What keeps you up at night?” 
President Bush asked President Hu as an icebreaker. As we can 
easily guess, what kept President Bush up at night was worry 
about terrorism. Hu Jintao’s response was telling: what kept 
him up at night was “creating 25 million new jobs a year” for his 
people.5

Is it possible to create good-paying American jobs in today’s global 
economy? And what if the solutions did not involve Congress at all? 
What if there were creative middle-class job creation strategies 
being developed and tested in the laboratories of democracy—
the states and cities? The American Jobs Project seeks to answer 
these questions and provide a research-based roadmap of action 
for state and local leaders who are kept up at night trying to figure 
out how to create jobs for the people they serve. 

Our quest starts with identifying the biggest market opportunity 
of our era: the global demand for advanced energy solutions. That 
demand—whether born out of a need for diverse, reliable, and 
clean power or to achieve energy independence from unstable 
regimes—creates “the mother of all markets” for local U.S. 
businesses to build and sell those solutions.6 Strategically minded 
businesspeople looking at global growth projections in advanced 
energy demand are making major investments and reaping large 
revenues. In 2014, the private sector reported nearly $1.3 trillion 



in annual global advanced energy revenues, the largest annual 
growth rate on record.7 Advanced energy investments are now 
as large as the global apparel sector and almost four times the 
size of the global semiconductor industry.8 And jobs? Up to 16.7 
million jobs are projected to be in the global advanced energy 
sector by 2030, almost tripling the 5.7 million people employed in 
the sector in 2012.9 The question for the United States is: where 
will those new jobs be created?

The American Jobs Project is about finding ways to make our 
states the answer to this question. If countries across the globe, 
including the U.S., are seeking technical products and solutions for 
growing energy needs, how can U.S. businesses take advantage 
of this demand and build products locally that can be exported 
to the world? And how can we equip U.S. residents with the skills 
those businesses need to build their advanced energy products? 

It is true that the U.S. will not likely be able to attract back the 
traditional manufacturing jobs of the past; those jobs are gone—
either to low-wage countries or to automation—and we must 
accept the fact that they are not coming back.10 But our research 
shows that with innovative policies and a smart focus on industrial 
clusters, states can become hubs of innovation and job creation 
in specific advanced industries that soar with a state’s strengths.

The American Jobs Project gives policymakers the tools to create 
good-paying jobs in their states. We propose innovative solutions 
built on extensive research and tailored to each state. Many are 
best practices, some are new, and all are centered on a state’s 
business ecosystem. These solutions are written with an eye 
towards streamlining bureaucracy and are seasoned with the 
principles of competition, local control, and fewer regulations. 

If these recommendations are adopted, the beneficiaries will be 
those hard-working Americans looking for the dignity of a good-
paying job. 
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About Us
American Jobs Project
The American Jobs Project is a national, interdisciplinary, 
research-based initiative. Our team includes more than fifty 
student researchers with a broad range of expertise, including 
law, business, engineering, and public policy. We have ongoing 
relationships with hundreds of on-the-ground stakeholders and 
are actively collaborating with university partners and industry 
allies. 

Robert F. Boehm, Ph.D., P.E. – 
Academic Partner
Robert F. Boehm is Distinguished Professor of Mechanical 
Engineering and Director of the Center for Energy Research at the 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV). He has been at UNLV since 
1990, where he served as the founding chair of the Mechanical 
Engineering Department. Dr. Boehm is a registered professional 
engineer, a Life Fellow of the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME), and the recipient of several prominent 
awards, including the Harry Reid Silver State Research Award, 
the University of Utah and UNLV Distinguished Teaching Awards, 
the Rudolf W. Gunnerman Silver State Award for Excellence in 
Science and Technology from DRI, and the John Yellott Award, 
the highest award of the ASME Solar Energy Division. He has 
published over 400 papers and has authored or co-authored ten 
books. Dr. Boehm serves as the Editor of the ASME Journal of 
Solar Energy Engineering, and as a technical editor for the Energy 
journal. He holds a Ph.D. degree in Mechanical Engineering from 
the University of California, Berkeley.
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Executive Summary
The American Jobs Project was borne out of two tough problems: 
the loss of middle-class jobs in America and Congressional 
paralysis. It seeks to address these problems by taking advantage 
of one of the biggest market opportunities of our era—the 
advanced energy sector—and to do so at the state, not the federal 
level. Policymakers who leverage the unique strategic advantages 
of their state to grow localized clusters of interconnected 
companies and institutions are poised to create quality jobs. 

Nevada is well-positioned to benefit from the growing demand 
for advanced energy given the state’s strengths in advanced 
manufacturing and engineering, its abundant natural resources, 
and its proximity to major markets. There has already been 
significant investment in advanced energy in Nevada: over $6 
billion has been invested in advanced energy products, bringing 
approximately 1,500 MW of new renewable generation on-line 
since 2011.11,12 Opportunities to leverage this momentum to 
further serve growing regional, national, and global markets offer 
real benefits for Nevada’s economy and good-paying jobs for the 
state’s residents. 

Extensive research and interviews with local stakeholders and 
experts have resulted in identifying two economic clusters 
showing particular promise: solar energy and batteries.

There are several barriers hindering Nevada’s advanced energy 
industries and preventing supply chains from reaching their 
full potential. Nevada must address these roadblocks to grow 
the state’s advanced energy sectors and realize economic 
gains. To take full advantage of these opportunities, Nevada’s 
policymakers can implement policies that increase demand for 
solar energy applications and battery technologies and help the 
state’s businesses grow, innovate, and outcompete national and 
international competitors. Indeed, with the right policies, Nevada 
can strengthen these two clusters and support an annual average 
of over 28,000 jobs. 

This project serves as a research-based guide for state and local 
leaders who seek to develop smart policies focused on leveraging 
the state’s resources to create good-paying, skilled jobs. The 
number of jobs created is highly dependent on action taken 
by state and local policymakers. With concerted effort at the 
state and local level, more businesses that sell advanced energy 
products and services will take root in the state. Employees in 
the advanced energy sector will spend their earnings in the local 
economy at grocery stores, restaurants, and other neighborhood 
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businesses, and those local establishments will in turn need to 
hire more employees to satisfy demand. This creates a multiplier 
effect throughout Nevada’s economy, where a single dollar spent 
in a community will circulate through local businesses and their 
employees numerous times.

Summary of Policy Recommendations
The analysis presented in this report culminates in four thematic 
sets of recommendations for Nevada policymakers. Each set of 
recommendations identifies opportunities for barrier removal 
and future growth opportunities in the advanced energy sector. 
While the recommendations are intended to be complementary, 
each can also be viewed as stand-alone options.

Solar Technology
Strengthen and Expand Property Accessed Clean Energy (PACE): 
Institute a loan-loss reserve program and create a Property 
Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) toolkit. PACE financing mitigates 
the high upfront cost of solar by allowing property owners to 
finance investments in solar panels with a loan that is repaid 
through their property tax bills.

Expand the Renewable Energy Tax Abatement Program to 
Include Manufacturing: Provide partial sales and use tax and 
property tax abatements to renewable energy manufacturers. 
Tiered incentives could be added to the program to attract large 
investments.

Recruit Foreign Direct Investment: Attract foreign companies to 
boost solar investments within Nevada. Foreign investors can 
bring manufacturing expertise and resources that are currently 
lacking in the state’s solar economy.

Promote Solar on New Homes: Require homebuilders to either 
install solar systems on new construction homes or make new 
houses solar-ready. 

Battery Technologies
Expand PACE to Include Battery Systems: Allow property owners 
to finance battery systems through PACE programs. PACE 
financing mitigates the high upfront cost of battery systems by 
allowing property owners to finance their investment with a loan 
that is repaid through their property tax bills.

Expand the Renewable Energy Tax Abatement Program to In-
clude Battery Deployments and Manufacturers: Extend the 
existing Renewable Energy Tax Abatement program to allow 
battery deployments and manufacturers to qualify for partial 
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sales and use tax and property tax abatements. Tiered incentives 
could be added to the program to attract large investments.

Use ESCOs to Upgrade Public Fleets: Allow public entities to use 
performance contracting to upgrade their fleet vehicles. Existing 
law only allows performance contracting for energy efficiency 
upgrades to buildings.

Properly Define the Value Utility-Scale Batteries Add to the 
Grid: Determine whether batteries are a more cost-effective 
investment than other resources and encourage utility-scale 
battery manufacturers to invest in Nevada by establishing the 
proper valuation for energy storage technologies.

Innovation Ecosystem and Access to Capital
Create a Venture Capital Fund of Funds: Launch a private or 
state-seeded fund of funds to attract the nation’s top venture 
capitalists to Nevada. In addition to providing capital, leading 
venture capital firms would also bring knowledge, discipline, and 
expertise to Nevada’s entrepreneurs.

Create an Equity Crowdfunding Hub: Streamline entrepreneurs’ 
access to capital through an online platform managed by the 
state or a state university. Matching grants could help battery 
and solar energy companies secure funding.

Bolster Nevada’s Innovation Centers to Create Innovation 
Districts: Use tax increment financing to create an innovation 
district focused on advanced energy. Innovation districts foster 
collaboration between private enterprises, universities, local 
governments, and foundations.

Workforce Development
Promote Manufacturing Apprenticeships: Create new job 
opportunities by providing incentives for companies to hire and 
train apprentices. Youth apprenticeships could be linked to high 
school and community college programs.

Establish Early College Programs to Improve STEM Education: 
Expand early colleges throughout the state, allowing high school 
students to earn college credits. Industry-specific programs could 
address the state’s existing battery and solar technology skills 
gaps. 

Promote Higher Education Programs in Advanced Energy: 
Establish an interdisciplinary energy engineering major. 
Additionally, graduate programs in law and business could add 
classes focused on energy topics, such as energy law and energy 
finance.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The American Jobs Project aims to spur job creation in the ad- 
vanced energy sector by identifying innovative and state-
specific policy and technology roadmaps. This national initiative 
takes advantage of the emerging global demand for advanced 
energy products. The American Jobs Project team analyzed the  
advanced energy economy in Nevada and designed recom-
mendations specifically tailored to the state’s strengths. These 
recommendations were informed by extensive research and 
interviews with dozens of local stakeholders and experts. 

This report identifies opportunities to spur growth in two 
economic clusters in the advanced energy sector. State and local 
leaders who seek to leverage the state’s resources to create 
skilled, good-paying jobs can use this report as a foundation for 
action. 

Market Opportunity
Demand for advanced energy has soared in recent years and 
is poised for continued growth. Since 2004, new investment in 
the advanced energy sector has totaled $2.3 trillion worldwide.13 
In the United States alone, over $386 billion was invested in 
advanced energy between 2007 and 2014; more than $51 billion 
was invested in 2014.14 In nationwide polls, Americans increasingly 
support renewables over other forms of energy, and demand for 
renewable energy is likely to continue to grow.15 By 2030, states 
will need to significantly reduce pollution from power plants, 
which will make an even stronger case for advanced energy 
technologies, renewable energy resources, and increased energy 
efficiency.16 Projections show that renewable energy will be 
responsible for the vast majority of new generation (69 percent 
to 74 percent) between now and 2030.17 These trends point to a 
clear market signal: demand for advanced energy will continue to 
grow over the next fifteen years.18 

Economic Clusters
Economic clusters encompass a variety of linked industries 

and institutions—including suppliers of specialized services,  
machinery and infrastructure—which form a supply chain.20 
Clusters also extend to manufacturers of complementary pro-

“Clusters are geographic concentrations of interconnected 
companies and institutions in a particular field.”

– Michael Porter, Clusters and the New Economics of Competition¹⁹
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ducts, as well as industries related in skills and technologies. By 
placing themselves in close proximity to industry allies, companies 
benefit from each other’s unique expertise and skilled workers.21 
Companies in a cluster enjoy access to specialized skills and 
information, helping them increase productivity.22 

The geographic proximity of and repeated exchanges between 
these various companies and institutions help foster an 
environment of coordination and cooperation. Business clusters 
are shown to increase the productivity of companies in the cluster, 
drive innovation in the field, and facilitate the commercialization 
of this innovation by increasing communication, logistical support, 
and overall interaction between cluster entities.23 Clusters 
also help build a strong foundation for creating and retaining 
employment opportunities.

Policy Certainty
• Provides a clear  

market signal
• Reduces business risk
• Allows for long-term 

planning

Innovation 
Ecosystem
• Promotes research 

and development
• Facilitates new tech-

nology to market
• Incubates early-stage 

businesses

Workforce 
Development 
• Invests resources  

in people
• Bridges skills gap 
• Develops training 

programs and industry 
partnerships

Access to Capital
• Provides funding  

for new and growing 
businesses

• Connects investors 
with market opportu-
nities

• Attracts entrepreneurs

Economic Clusters are created when industries and institutions become linked with 
suppliers of specialized services, machinery, and infrastructure that are within close 
proximity, forming a supply chain. Key elements to a successful cluster include Policy 
Certainty, Workforce Development, Innovation Ecosystem, and Access to Capital.

Economic Cluster
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Nevada’s Energy Profile

Because of scarce fossil fuel resources, Nevada ranks near the 
bottom among the fifty states in total energy production.24,25 Per 
capita consumption is also well below the national average, with 
transportation being the state’s most energy-intensive sector.26 
Nevada relies heavily on energy fuel imports, which make up 
nearly 90 percent of the state’s energy consumption.27 In 2013, 
Nevada’s energy costs totaled over $10 billion, most of which 
went out of the state.28,29 Natural gas imported from the Rocky 
Mountain region makes up 69 percent of Nevada’s electricity 
generation sources.30 

Currently, most of Nevada’s renewable energy production comes 
from geothermal and hydroelectric resources, with a growing 
share coming from solar.31 In 2015, Nevada was third in the nation 
in installed solar capacity, with several utility-scale solar thermal 
and solar photovoltaic projects.32,33 Although solar resources 
currently provide a small share of Nevada’s electricity generation, 
Nevada has the largest solar power potential in the nation.34 

Renewable Energy Development
Since 1997, Nevada has committed to expanding its use of 
renewable energy through its renewable portfolio standard (RPS). 
The RPS mandates that, by 2025, at least 25 percent of electricity 
sold must come from renewable energy sources, including a 
carve-out for solar that increased to 6 percent at the beginning 
of 2016.35 Additionally, in 2013, the Nevada Legislature passed 
Senate Bill 123, directing NV Energy to shut down 800 MW of coal 
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Nevada Net Electricity Generation 
by Source November 2015 
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Hydroelectric
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Source: Energy Information AdministrationFigure 1. Nevada’s Net Electricity Generation in GWh 
Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration
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plants by 2020 and to replace at least 350 MW of that supply with 
renewable energy.36 

In addition to solar and wind rebates, Nevada offers renewable 
energy tax abatements to attract project developers and bring 
jobs to the state.37 Since 2011, Nevada has invested $500 million 
in this program.38 During this time, there have been twenty-one 
renewable energy projects with a total capacity of 1,500 MW, 
creating over 3,000 direct jobs and generating $5.5 billion in 
capital investments—a tenfold return on investment.39 

By building out its renewable energy sector, Nevada can ensure 
that investments and good-paying jobs remain in the state. Nevada 
has the opportunity to become a major exporter of renewable 
energy in the West. California recently committed to producing 
50 percent of its total electricity from renewable sources by 
2030.40 Not only does Nevada already have six renewable plants 
exporting energy to California, but plans are also underway to 
build a new transmission line connecting Nevada’s transmission 
system to California’s electric grid.41,42 This project would improve 
Nevada’s renewable energy export opportunities, attracting 
capital and jobs to the state. 

Report Structure
The analysis presented in this report is divided into four 
complementary chapters, each covering key elements of growing 
advanced energy economic clusters in solar energy and battery 
technologies. Chapters 2 and 3 assess Nevada’s potential for 
advanced energy jobs and conduct a supply chain analysis for 
Nevada’s emerging solar energy and battery clusters. This ana-
lysis culminates in policy reccommendations tailored to Nevada’s 
needs. Chapter 4 analyzes Nevada’s innovation ecosystem and 
access to capital—crucial elements of cluster development—and 
provides recommendations for further developing the state’s 
innovation pipeline. Chapter 5 provides recommendations 
for programs and policies to prepare the state’s workforce for 
advanced energy jobs. The conclusion summarizes key themes 
and the appendix summerizes our jobs modeling methodology.
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Chapter 2: Solar 
Technology
Nevada’s policymakers will play a decisive role in the future of 
solar energy in the state. Over the last decade, solar energy 
deployment has grown rapidly in the United States due to 
decreasing photovoltaic prices, technological advancements, 
favorable government policies, available financing, and increased 
consumer demand for clean and renewable sources of energy. By 
targeting the state’s emerging solar sector with smart and strategic 
policy choices, Nevada’s leaders can attract solar jobs and make 
Nevada a global leader in solar technology manufacturing. With 
policies that encourage growth and technological innovation, 
Nevada can meet the demand for solar energy products from a 
strong in-state market and capitalize on export opportunities in 
regional, national, and international markets. 

This chapter provides a guide to developing and strengthening 
Nevada’s solar economy. After discussing the state’s potential 
for creating good-paying solar jobs and analyzing Nevada’s 
existing solar supply chain, the chapter culminates in policy 
recommendations for future growth. These recommendations 
chart a course for Nevada’s policymakers to strengthen and 
enhance Nevada's solar cluster.

Solar cell
Photo Credit. Pacific Northwest National Laboratory / Foter / CC BY-NC-SA
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Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities, and Threats for 
Solar Technology in Nevada

Demand for solar energy continues to grow in the United States 
due to decreasing photovoltaic (PV) prices, improved access to 
financing, and increased consumer demand. In recent years, 
Nevada has leveraged its proximity to California markets to play a 
prominent role in utility-scale solar arrays, but not manufacturing. 

With an established base and sixty-six solar-related companies in 
the state, Nevada is well-positioned to expand its existing solar 
sector to capitalize on economic opportunities and spur business 
creation and job growth.1 Nevada companies have a potential 
advantage in supplying advanced materials throughout the 
western United States due to the state’s proximity to California 
and other large markets.

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
• Best climate and altitude for 

solar energy in the United 
States

• Business-friendly tax climate
• Strong demand for utility-scale 

and rooftop solar
• Established base of solar 

energy research

• Uncertainty over net metering 
rates

• Biennial legislative sessions 
slow legislative action

• Aggregate in-state demand for 
energy is small

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
• Decreasing PV prices
• Explosive demand for rooftop 

solar in neighboring states 
• California’s new 50 percent 

renewable energy portfolio 
requirement will increase 
demand for solar energy

• Recent extension of federal tax 
credits 

• Well-positioned to export to 
other western states 

• Other states offer large tax 
breaks to manufacturers

• Neighboring states do more to 
promote rooftop solar 

 
Net Metering 
Uncertainty
At the time of publication, 
net metering rates in Nevada 
were in contention. This 
report assumes that future 
net metering rates will be 
high enough to allow rooftop 
solar to be financially viable.
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Solar Industry Employment Potential
As demand for solar skyrockets, Nevada has the opportunity 
to expand the solar economy, increase in-state spending, and 
employ an average of nearly 6,200 Nevadans annually over the 
next fifteen years. If optimistic projections prove to be correct 
and Nevada’s solar companies are able to fill most of their supply 
chain needs with in-state purchases, over 93,000 direct, indirect, 
and induced job-years would be supported. While over 35,000 
of those would be direct job-years in the state’s solar industry, 
nearly 58,000 indirect and induced job-years could be supported 
if solar companies were able to procure supplies from in-state 
companies. 

These projections for job-years potential in Nevada’s solar 
industry are based on tools and analysis by the DOE Office of 
Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy, National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory, and Bloomberg New Energy Finance. Additionally, 
the Jobs and Economic Development Impacts tool (JEDI) was 
utilized to estimate job-years at different levels of local supply 
chain concentration for rooftop solar (residential and commercial 
buildings). Our projections did not indicate a significant outlook 
for utility scale solar.

To highlight why clustering supply chain businesses in Nevada is 
so important, we have estimated the number of direct, indirect, 
and induced jobs based on future demand and the percentage 
of supply chain purchases made within the state. Figure 2 shows 
how the number of rooftop solar job-years vary as the local 
share changes. The figure shows the number of direct, indirect, 
and induced jobs based on local purchase percentages of 25 
percent, 50 percent, and 75 percent. This range was chosen to 
represent reasonable goals for average local purchases, as 0 and 
100 percent both represent extremes of purchasing behavior 
that we do not believe are realistic. Since projections often vary, 
we analyzed how those supply chain differences affect three 
reputable estimates of future demand: DOE Office of Energy 
Efficiency & Renewable Energy’s Wind Vision as a high-demand 
scenario, National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s Renewable 
Electricity Futures’ Accelerated Technology Improvement as a 
moderate scenario, and Bloomberg New Energy Finance as a 
low-demand scenario. Figure 2 presents estimates for rooftop 
construction, operations, and maintenance jobs. 

 
What is a Job-Year?
A job-year is one full-time 
equivalent job for one year 
(i.e., forty hours per week 
for fifty-two weeks, which is 
2,080 hours per year). If two 
people each work a part-
time job for twenty hours 
per week for fifty-two weeks, 
this is counted as one full-
time equivalent job for one 
year, i.e., one job-year. If one 
person works forty hours 
per week for ten years, this is 
counted as ten job-years.

 
Direct, Indirect, 
and Induced Job-
Years
In order to estimate the 
potential economic impact of 
Nevada’s solar supply chain, 
direct, indirect, and induced 
job-years are measured.
• Direct job-years: reflect 

jobs created in the solar 
industry to meet demand

• Indirect job-years: 
reflect jobs created at 
supply chain companies 
resulting from increased 
transactions as supplying 
industries respond to 
increased demand from 
Nevada’s solar industry

• Induced job-years: reflect 
jobs created throughout 
the local economy as 
a result of increased 
spending by workers and 
firms in Nevada’s solar 
and solar supply chain 
industries
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In all three demand scenarios, increasing the percentage of local 
spending by Nevada’s solar companies creates thousands of 
job-years. For example, in the high-demand scenario, increasing 
in-state local purchases from 25 percent to 75 percent would 
support over 36,000 direct, indirect, and induced job-years. In 
the medium-demand scenario, that same increase in in-state 
local purchases would support over 28,000 job-years. Even in the 
low-demand scenario, increasing the percentage of in-state local 
purchases from 25 percent to 75 percent would support over 
19,000 direct, indirect and induced job-years.

If a concerted effort were made by the state to fill in the supply 
chain and strengthen the solar cluster, Nevada companies could 
meet the expected demand for solar, supporting nearly 58,000 
job-years. Increasing the number of supply chain businesses can 
create thousands of good-paying, skilled jobs and make Nevada 
a leader in the solar industry.

 
Local Share
Local share is the percentage 
of expenditures that 
are spent in Nevada. 
For example, if a solar 
installation company plans to 
spend $3 million on imported 
solar PV panels and $1 
million on additional supplies 
from companies in Nevada, 
the local share is 25 percent. 
In the JEDI model, local share 
is an independent variable. 

 -
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Figure 2. Rooftop Solar Employment Potential Graph

 
Why Use Job-Years?
By using job-years, our 
analysis can take into 
account the length of a 
job. In energy projects, 
many construction and 
installation jobs are short-
term, while manufacturing 
and maintenance jobs may 
be long-term. Using job-
years allows us to accurately 
count both types of jobs. 
For example, if ten full-
time solar construction 
workers are expected to 
each spend 208 hours on 
a large commercial solar 
project, this is measured as 
one job-year. Alternatively, 
if one full-time engineer is 
expected to spend fifteen 
years operating that same 
solar array, this is measured 
as fifteen job-years. In our 
analysis of Nevada's solar 
supply chain, total job-years 
are aggregated over the 2016 
to 2030 period.
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Solar Market Trends
Rising Demand
Global solar photovoltaic (PV) installed capacity has increased by 
a factor of nearly 70 over the last decade, from 2.6 GW in 2004 to 
177 GW in 2014.2 

In the United States, solar PV cells are a primary source of electric 
power generation among the newly installed capacity. Total solar 
energy installed capacity in the first quarter of 2015 represented 
51 percent of all the new electric power generation capacity.3 
Strong demand for solar energy has made the United States the 
world’s fifth largest solar market in terms of installed capacity.4 
Forecasts show significant growth continuing through 2040.5 

Falling Costs and Increasing Efficiencies of Solar
In 1961, President Kennedy challenged the United States to land 
a man on the moon and return him safely to Earth by the end 
of the decade. In the same spirit, the Department of Energy’s 
SunShot Initiative has challenged the nation to make solar energy 
cost-competitive with other forms of electricity.6 The program has 
made considerable progress towards achieving its goal of driving 
down the cost of solar energy to $0.06 per kilowatt-hour, without 
incentives, by the year 2020: the average cost of solar PV panels 
has decreased by more than 60 percent since 2010.7 Today, solar is 
cost-competitive in fourteen states where the solar levelized cost 
of electricity ranges between $0.10-$0.15 per kilowatt-hour and 
the retail electricity price comes in at $0.12-$0.38 per kilowatt-
hour.8 
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Figure 3. U.S. Cumulative Installed Solar PV Capacity, 2012-2030 (Forecast) Source: 
Bloomberg New Energy Finance. 2015 New Energy Outlook - Americas. June 23, 2015.
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Moreover, as the cost of solar PV has declined, the associated 
efficiency has increased. From 2011 to 2014, the average capacity 
factor of solar projects increased from 24.5 percent to 29.4 
percent.12 This means that the same sized system can produce 20 
percent more electricity. 

What Do Rising Solar Demand and Falling Cost Mean 
for Nevada?
The offshoring of solar manufacturing jobs was not driven 
by any intrinsic geographic, technological, or cultural factors; 
rather aggressive policy and low wages in competitor nations 
shifted American jobs overseas. The International Energy Agency 
conducted a detailed analysis of the manufacturing shift to China, 
which “suggests that the historical price advantage of a China-
based factory over a U.S.-based factory is not driven by country-
specific factors, but by scale, supply chain development and 
access to finance.”13 State policies that develop the solar supply 
chain, promote access to capital, and invest in solar workforce 
development will attract solar companies. With forward-thinking 
policies, abundant solar resources, ample available land, Nevada 
can compete for market-driven solar manufacturing, generation, 
installation, and exports.

Solar Manufacturing Technology
In order for Nevada policymakers and leaders to craft smart 
policies that reflect the future of solar technology, it is important 
to understand the basics of the solar manufacturing process. 
The graphic on the adjacent page shows the stages of solar 
manufacturing and advances in solar technology.

What is Levelized Cost of Electricity?
The levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) is a summary measure 
of the cost of energy-generating technologies. The LCOE con-
siders an assumed lifespan and utilization level in order to 
quantify the per-kilowatt-hour building and operating costs 
of a power-generating plant.9 To calculate the LCOE, a variety 
of factors and inputs are assessed including capital costs, fuel 
costs, operation and maintenance costs, and financing costs.10 
The LCOE provides a way to compare the cost of installing a 
solar system to the rate for electricity charged by utilities. Due 
to nonexistent fuel costs for generation and very low variable 
operations and maintenance costs, the LCOE for solar tech-
nology is mostly determined by capital and financing costs.11 
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The Solar Manufacturing Process
Crystalline silicon panel technology is the current standard for panels installed in the

 United States. There are four main steps to assemble a crystalline silicon panel.

Solar and Energy Storage
Solar panels only generate electricity when the 
sun is shining. New battery storage technology 
allows solar energy to be stored when excess 
electricity is generated during the day and then 
dispatched in the absence of sunlight. 

Solar for the Home of the Future
“Smarter” solar panels will incorporate 
technology and sensors to provide real-time 
information about energy generation and 
demand. Unprecedented interconnected-
ness and energy management software will 
open the door for increased customization.

Ultra-High Efficiency Solar Cells
The higher the efficiency of a solar panel, the 
more electricity it can create from the sun’s 
rays. With ultra-high efficiency cells, less area is 
needed to obtain the same amount of electri-
city. Researchers project that solar cells could 
be four times more efficient in the near future. 

Solar Soft Costs and Information Technology 
Data-driven innovations will help reduce the 
soft costs of solar marketing and provision. 
Better data analytics will improve system 
design and uptake through performance 
modeling and investment projections. Lead 
generation firms and price comparison tools 
are already streamlining customer acquisition 
by connecting homeowners to solar installers.

Extracting and 
Purifying Silicon

Manufacturing 
the Wafer

Assembling 
the Modules

Assembling 
the Array

The production of a PV 
panel begins by deriving 
silica from sand. After the 
silica is extracted, it is purif-
ied to make a high-purity 
silicon powder. 

With the silicon powder, a 
wafer can be manufactured 
by doping the molten high-
purity silicon with boron.  
Molten silicon is poured into 
a mold creating blocks of 
solid polysilicon. The block is 
then cut, polished, and 
cleaned.

During cell manufacturing, one side of the wafer is doped, 
usually with phosphorous.  A conductive grid and anti-reflective 
coating are adhered to the top and a conductive back plate is 
assembled to the bottom of the cell. Cells are then combined 
electrically to form a module.  A glass or film sheet is placed on 
the front and back. The module is covered by an outer frame, 
usually made of aluminum.

The finished solar panels are delivered to the customer. Down-
stream solar activities involve distribution, engineering design, 
contracting, installation, and servicing. There are also ancillary 
services involving financial, legal, and nonprofit groups that 
provide support for solar projects.

Organic Solar
Organic solar cells are a new type of 
carbon-based solar cell. This technology 
can be manufactured in innumerable 
applications, such as transparent paint. 
For example, windows could be coated in 
a transparent organic paint that provides 
electricity to the building.

Research and innovation in the solar 
industry is leading to exciting breakthroughs

The Future of Solar

Building with Solar Cells
In the future, solar technology will be 
incorporated into the structure of a new 
building, rather than installed on a roof 
after construction is complete. For 
example, the near-medium-term future 
could see walls, skylights, windows, and 
shingles manufactured with solar materials.
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Solar Supply Chain Analysis
The solar supply chain is comprised of companies working 
across a variety of technology categories. Several businesses in 
Nevada are already working in the solar industry, in areas such 
as advanced materials, manufacturing, and installation.14 Table 1 
below lists the number of in-state companies in Nevada working 
in each subsector of the solar supply chain.

In 2015, there were sixty-six companies involved in the solar 
value chain throughout the state of Nevada.15 Twelve businesses 
were in solar contracting and installation, providing skilled, labor-
intensive jobs. Examples of contracting and installation companies 
in the state include Black Rock Solar in Reno and Hamilton Solar 
in Las Vegas. Additionally, there were sixteen companies involved 
in manufacturing and supplying products for the solar industry. 
For example, AIMS Power in Reno designs and manufactures 
inverters for solar systems. 

Table 1. Companies in Nevada's Solar Supply Chain

Source: SEIA

CATEGORY
NUMBER IN 
THE STATE SPECIFIC SERVICE

Contractor/Installer 12
Solar Design, Engineering, 
Project Installation

Distributor 10

Modules, Inverters, Racking 
Systems, Complete Systems, 
Batteries

Electric Utility 2 Energy Provider
Engineering, 
Procurement, and 
Construction 2

Project Development, Design/
Engineering; Consulting

Financial Company 4
Access to Capital, Venture 
Funding, Loans

Government 1 State Regulatory Body

Manufacturing/
Supplier 16

Cells, Modules, Batteries, 
Complete Systems, Inverters, 
Trackers, BOS

Not for Profit 3 Advocacy, Consulting, Support

Project Developer 12
Consulting, Engineering, Project 
Support

Service Provider 4 Energy Provider
Total Companies 66
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Nevada can strengthen its solar economy by boosting the 
number of companies manufacturing solar products. There are 
many opportunities within the supply chain for manufacturing: 
cells, panels, racking, and balance-of-system components can all 
be made in Nevada. 

Nevada’s Solar Cluster
Using detailed location information provided by the SEIA Solar 
Jobs Company Database, Nevada’s solar supply chain was mapped 
to show the development of natural clusters in the state. The 
maps below show that natural clusters are forming around Las 
Vegas and Reno. These early-stage clusters are centered around 
major population hubs, as well as Nevada’s top universities. 
Beyond these large cities, vast empty stretches of land in the 
Nevada desert are ideal for capturing solar energy and present 
a significant opportunity for the state’s solar market. Currently, 
there is a lack of manufacturing capabilities in this technical mix.

Figure 4. Nevada's Solar Supply Chain Companies (Blue: Installer, Pink: Other, Yellow: 
Manufacturer, Top Right: Reno, Bottom Right: Las Vegas)
Source: SEIA

 
Manufacturing 
Other Solar 
Technologies in 
Nevada
Nevada was previously 
home to two manufacturing 
plants. One, in North Las 
Vegas, was owned by 
Amonix and specialized in 
concentrated photovoltaic 
solar technology.16 The other 
plant, opened by Ausra in 
Las Vegas and sold to Areva 
Solar, manufactured solar 
thermal components.17 While 
Amonix declined after the 
tragic death of its CEO, both 
plants struggled to compete 
with the falling price of a rival 
technology, solar PV.18,19,20 
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Policy Recommendations
Policymakers can bolster the state’s solar economy by focusing on 
innovative policies that spur demand and make Nevada appealing 
to solar manufacturers. Having a robust in-state market will 
attract private investment, strengthen the economy, and create 
new value chains. 

Policy 1: Strengthen and Expand PACE 
In 2009, Nevada sought to be a leader in clean energy project 
financing, but additional legislation is needed to fulfill the 
legislature’s intent. Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) 
programs allow property owners to finance investments in 
renewable energy and energy efficiency with a loan that is 
repaid through their property tax bill.21 The loans are attractive 
for borrowers because energy investments often require more 
capital than would otherwise be available to many Nevadans. 
Lenders are willing to offer attractive interest rates because the 
loan is secured by a tax lien on the property.22 Although Nevada 
has allowed PACE financing since passing SB 358 in 2009, no cities 
or counties have created a PACE program.23 

Roof-integrated photovoltaic shingles 
Photo Credit. U.S. Department of Energy
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Nevada can overcome these challenges and allow PACE programs 
to spring up around the state by creating its own PACE guidelines 
and establishing a PACE loan-loss reserve. Similar to Texas, 
Nevada could seed the project to develop a PACE toolkit with 
minimal funding and look for partners to provide the bulk of 
the money. The Texas toolkit is online and its availability should 
enable Nevada to write its own high-quality toolkit for a fraction 
of the cost. Additionally, Nevada could expand the reach of PACE 
to homeowners by creating its own loan-loss reserve fund. By 
establishing a PACE toolkit and a loan-loss reserve, Nevada could 
empower local governments to quickly and efficiently create 
PACE programs, bringing millions of dollars of private investment 
to the state and creating good-paying, skilled jobs for Nevadans.

Best Practice: Local PACE Financing
PACE programs can be implemented in a variety of ways, mak-
ing local adoption a daunting process. Texas has been a lead-
er on this front with the creation of the “PACE in a Box” toolkit. 
The Texas toolkit project was seeded with $200,000 from the 
Texas State Energy Conservation Office and $800,000 from 
foundations and PACE stakeholders.24 With that funding, the 
program researched best practices and developed a uniform, 
scalable, turnkey program, including such details as bond re-
quirements, uniform lending documents, model municipal 
resolutions, and underwriting and technical standards. The 
new program is off to a promising start and was recently ad-
opted by Travis County, Texas.25 
Other states, such as California and Rhode Island, have eased 
banks’ concerns about a 2010 Federal Housing Finance Au-
thority (FHFA) decision by creating a PACE loan-loss reserve 
fund.26,27,28 With a PACE loan-loss fund in place, any PACE loan 
money lost by a bank in a foreclosure will be repaid with mon-
ey from the fund. To establish a loan-loss reserve, only a small 
amount of one-time funding is needed. In 2013, Rhode Island 
used federal stimulus funds to set up a $1 million loan-loss re-
serve.29 In the year since California created a $10 million PACE 
loss reserve fund, $300 million in private financing has been 
pledged to create a new multi-county PACE program in the 
state.30,31 

 
A Roadblock to 
PACE Loans
The reach of PACE programs 
was put in jeopardy in 2010 
by a Federal Housing Finance 
Agency (FHFA) decision. The 
decision advised Fannie Mae 
and Freddie Mac to avoid 
purchasing homes with PACE 
liens on them.32 The FHFA 
was concerned about the 
senior status that PACE liens 
have above a mortgage in 
a foreclosure proceeding.33 
This decision has limited the 
use of PACE for financing 
residential solar installments. 
In 2015, HUD announced 
that it is coordinating with 
the FHFA, the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau, 
and the Department of 
Treasury to develop new 
PACE guidance.34
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Policy 2: Expand the Renewable Energy Tax 
Abatements to Include Solar Manufacturing
Although Nevada has been a pioneer in renewable energy 
deployment, the state has lacked a similar commitment to 
renewable energy manufacturing. While Nevada has been 
sitting on the sidelines, other states have been attracting solar 
manufacturing companies. In a 2015 deal between SolarCity and 
the state of New York, the state agreed to provide $750 million in 
tax breaks and the company agreed to create 3,000 jobs in the 
state.35 Similarly, the city of Jackson, Mississippi brokered a deal 
with Seraphim, a Chinese solar module manufacturer, to invest 
$50 million and create 250 jobs.36,37 

Nevada could rectify this competitive disadvantage by expanding 
the existing Renewable Energy Tax Abatement Program to include 
renewable energy manufacturers. The existing program has been 
incredibly successful with a ten to one return on investment.38 
Eligible renewable energy facilities receive a partial sales and 
use tax abatement and property tax abatements. Participating 
businesses are currently required to invest a minimum of 
$3 million and hire at least fifty employees.39 Additionally, 
businesses must pay their employees at least 110 percent of 
the average statewide hourly wage and must pay construction 
workers 175 percent of the average statewide hourly wage plus 
health insurance benefits.40 Passing a uniform tax abatement 
for all renewable energy manufacturers, rather than negotiating 
project-by-project with manufacturers, would demonstrate to 
companies around the globe that Nevada is ready to compete for 
solar manufacturing jobs.

To attract large solar manufacturers, the state could add tiered 
incentives to a manufacturing extension of the Renewable Energy 
Tax Abatement Program. As a company’s investment increases, 
the duration and percentage of the tax abatement could ramp 
up. As a model for the highest tier of incentives, policymakers 
could look to the recent legislation passed to recruit Tesla to the 
state.41 That package offered a twenty-year, 100 percent sales tax 
abatement and a ten-year, 100 percent property tax abatement 
in exchange for Tesla’s $3.5 billion investment.42 Passing a tiered 
incentive program would demonstrate to solar manufactures 
that Nevada is prepared to compete for renewable energy 
manufacturing facilities of every size.
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Policy 3: Recruit Foreign Direct Investment
Foreign direct investment can create thousands of jobs and 
attract billions in capital investments.43 With over 200 foreign-
based firms operating in the state, Nevada has demonstrated 
that foreign investors are interested in and attracted to the state’s 
resources and proximity to major markets.44 In recent years, the 
governor has sought to attract additional investment by traveling 
to China, South Korea, Mexico, Canada, Israel, Germany, England, 
Poland, Ireland, and Italy.45,46 Despite these efforts, Nevada still 
lags behind other states that are pursuing more aggressive 
strategies to recruit foreign direct investments.

Attracting foreign direct investment from established companies 
in the global solar sector is a valuable option for kick-starting 
Nevada’s solar economy. For example, to overcome the state’s 
deficit of silicon wafers manufacturers, Nevada could target 
leading international wafer companies, including China’s LDK 
Solar and Germany’s Wacker Chemie. Nevada could also 
target SolarWorld, a German company; Sharp, Panasonic, and 
Mitsubishi, Japanese companies; and Yingli and Suntech, Chinese 
companies. Placing an emphasis on proactively identifying and 
recruiting foreign direct investment opportunities and opening 
additional international offices could attract the manufacturing 
expertise and resources that are currently lacking in Nevada’s 
solar economy.

Best Practice: Foreign Direct Investment in Tennessee
In 2013, Tennessee attracted more foreign direct investment 
(FDI) job commitments than any other state.47 In that single 
year, the state obtained fifty-two commitments, totaling over 
9,000 jobs and about $1.7 billion in capital investment.48 The 
Nashville Chamber of Commerce has estimated that cumu-
lative FDI investments have created nearly 30,000 direct jobs 
and over 53,000 indirect and induced jobs in the Nashville 
area.49 This success was the result of a new, proactive strate-
gy focused on identifying and recruiting investments.50 Addi-
tionally, Tennessee operates investment recruitment offices 
in Canada and Japan and export assistance offices in Mexico, 
the United Kingdom, the European Union, and China.51 

 
A Proactive FDI 
Strategy
The National League of 
Cities (NLC) has several 
recommendations for how to 
generate FDI leads, including:
1) Establish a panel of 

industry experts with 
international networks,

2) Build connections 
with foreign economic 
development 
organizations, and

3) Attend foreign trade 
shows to meet with 
business leaders and 
government officials.52 
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Policy 4: Promote Solar on New Homes
As of 2015, Nevada led the nation in installed solar capacity 
per capita, but these installations were primarily utility-scale 
projects.53,54 Homeowners may be reluctant to install rooftop 
solar due to the high upfront costs and the difficulty of obtaining 
financing. For new construction homes, financing is much 
sim-pler—the cost of a solar energy system is included in the 
mortgage.55 Currently, Nevada does not have incentives or require-
ments for homebuilders to install solar energy technologies on 
new houses.

Cities in Nevada could demonstrate their commitment to solar 
energy applications by requiring builders to either install solar 
systems on new construction homes or make houses solar-ready. 
By passing such a rule, a city would send a signal around the 
world that it is determined to be a leader in solar energy policy. 
This would attract solar entrepreneurs and innovators, bringing 
investment and talent to the city.

 
Federal Tax Credits 
for Energy Efficient 
Home Construction
For nearly a decade, the 
federal government offered a 
tax credit for energy-efficient 
new home construction. 
The Energy Policy Act of 
2005 established federal tax 
credits of up to $2,000 for 
builders if new construction 
homes met energy savings 
requirements.56 Specifically, 
new homes that saved 
50 percent more energy 
than required by the 2006 
International Conservation 
Code were eligible for the full 
$2,000 tax credits. Homes 
achieving a 30 percent 
reduction were eligible for 
$1,000 tax credits. The credit 
was extended several times, 
but ultimately expired in 
2014.

Best Practice: New Construction Solar Energy Require-
ments
A leader on this front has been the City of Lancaster, Califor-
nia.57 Led by a Republican mayor, the city adopted a require-
ment that all new-construction homes on lots of at least 7,000 
square feet include a solar system of at least 1 kW.58 Subdi-
vision builders can aggregate the solar systems.59 For exam-
ple, a ten-house subdivision could satisfy the requirement by 
building a 10 kW system on another site within the city.60 One 
goal of the rule is to make the city attractive to solar innova-
tors.
In San Diego County, California, the County Board of Super-
visors has required that single-family home developers con-
struct new houses that are compatible for both solar systems 
and electric vehicles (EV).61 New houses must be pre-wired for 
solar panels and EV charging stations and must have electri-
cal panels of at least 200 amps.62 These upgrades are estimat-
ed to cost between $300 to $400 per house.63 
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Chapter Summary
Smart, strategic policy choices can help Nevada leverage the 
state’s existing resources and proximity to major markets to 
create a thriving solar economy. Nevada’s policymakers should 
consider removing barriers and stoking in-state demand to create 
a more diverse and robust solar sector. Having a strong in-state 
market will attract private investments and manufacturing to the 
state, which will create good-paying jobs throughout the supply 
chain. By expanding tax abatements for solar manufacturers, 
proactively identifying foreign direct investments, facilitating the 
implementation of PACE financing, and requiring solar energy 
on new residential construction, Nevada could strengthen and 
expand the state’s commitment to the advanced energy economy. 
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Chapter 3: Battery 
Technologies
Nevada’s policymakers will play a decisive role in the future of 
battery technologies in the state. Over the last few years, global 
battery deployment has grown rapidly due to the reduction in 
prices, technological advancements, favorable government 
policies, available financing, and increased consumer demand for 
clean and renewable sources of energy. By targeting the state’s 
emerging battery cluster with smart and strategic policy choices, 
Nevada’s leaders can attract good-paying, skilled jobs, improve 
grid stability, and reduce energy costs for consumers. With 
policies that encourage growth and technological innovation, 
Nevada could increase demand for battery products from a 
robust in-state market and capitalize on export opportunities in 
regional, national, and international markets. 

This chapter is a guide to developing and strengthening Nevada’s 
emerging battery manufacturing economy. After discussing the 
state’s potential for creating good-paying battery-technologies-
related jobs and analyzing Nevada’s existing battery supply chain, 
the chapter culminates in policy recommendations for future 
growth. These recommendations chart a course for Nevada’s 
policymakers to generate and enhance jobs in the battery 
technology sector.

Photo Credit. Alevo
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Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities, and Threats for 
Battery Technologies in Nevada

As solar energy has become more prevalent nationwide, demand 
for batteries has increased. Homeowners are opting for batteries 
to store the energy from their rooftop PV systems and to power 
their electric vehicles. Utility companies are investing in utility-
scale batteries to improve grid reliability. With a strong industrial 
anchor in Tesla’s Gigafactory and the availability of locally-sourced 
lithium, Nevada is well positioned to build a competitive battery 
sector. 

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
• Tesla’s Gigafactory provides a 

strong industrial anchor
• Lithium can be locally-sourced
• Existing battery research, 

education, and worker training 
programs are robust

• The in-state market is relatively 
small

• Access to capital is limited
• Skilled manufacturing and 

STEM workers are rare

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
• The expansion of solar 

applications is increasing 
demand for residential and 
commercial-scale battery 
systems

• Electric vehicle demand is 
strong in neighboring states

• California’s new RPS 
requirement that 50 percent 
of electricity be generated 
from renewable sources will 
increase demand for batteries

• The rapidly growing global 
market has created strong 
export potential 

• Low gas prices reduce demand 
for electric vehicles nationally 
and globally

• Few investor-owned utilities 
have embraced batteries 
nationally

• Other states are acting quickly 
to dominate the market
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Battery Industry Employment 
Potential
Construction of the Tesla Gigafactory brings a strong anchor 
to Nevada’s battery cluster. In the economic analysis that was 
commissioned by the Governor’s Office of Economic Development 
(GOED), the number of direct jobs was projected to be 6,500 full-
time job equivalents (FTEs) per year starting in 2018.1,2 The same 
analysis estimated that, at that full production level, the factory 
will create 16,215 indirect and induced jobs per year, a multiplier 
effect of nearly 3.5.3 

Those estimates, though, are based on optimistic assumptions 
about in-state supply chain clustering. In fact, the report assumes 
that a nearly perfect supply chain will form.4 There has been 
criticism that both the multipliers and the direct jobs estimates 
were overstated.5 Since the direct jobs estimates are already off-
the-mark based on 2015 data and the state and Tesla have not yet 
announced any of the supply chain businesses that will cluster 
around the Gigafactory, it seems likely that the project will not 
create as many indirect and induced jobs as were forecasted.6,7 

To highlight why clustering supply chain businesses in Nevada is 
so important, we have used the existing analysis done for the 
GOED to estimate how many jobs will be created if fewer supply 
chain businesses locate in Nevada. Specifically, we estimated how 
the number of indirect and induced jobs changes if the multiplier 
is reduced from 3.49 to 2.57 or 1.98. Additionally, because the 
number of direct jobs that the Gigafactory will create has been 
contradicted by some experts, we looked at three scenarios: a 
high-employment case where the factory creates 6,500 direct 
jobs, as predicted by the GOED analysis; a moderate-employment 
case, where the factory creates 4,750 direct jobs; and a low-
employment case, where the factory creates only 3,000 direct 
jobs, as predicted by UC Davis Professor Martin Kenney.8 

Even if the Tesla factory only reaches the low-employment 
scenario, the difference between housing the supply chain 
locally and importing most of those goods is over 3,500 Nevadan 
jobs. In the high-employment scenario, the difference between 
consolidating the supply chain locally and failing to do so is a 
staggering 10,000 Nevadan jobs. 

Because the factory’s direct employment in 2015 did not meet 
projections, it may be most realistic to focus on the moderate-
employment scenario. Also, because Tesla has already recruited 
some supply chain businesses, the middle estimate of a 2.57 
multiplier may best represent the path that the factory is currently 
on. Under those conditions, the factory would support just under 

 
Direct, Indirect, 
and Induced Jobs
In order to estimate the 
potential economic impact 
of Nevada’s battery supply 
chain, direct, indirect, and 
induced job-years are 
measured.
• Direct jobs: reflect jobs 

created in the battery 
industry to meet demand

• Indirect jobs: reflect jobs 
created at supply chain 
companies resulting from 
increased transactions 
as supplying industries 
respond to higher demand 
from Nevada’s battery 
industry

• Induced jobs: reflect jobs 
created throughout the 
local economy as a result 
of increased spending 
by workers and firms in 
Nevada’s battery and 
battery supply chain 
industries

 
Multipliers
Multipliers are used to 
capture the secondary 
effects of increases in direct 
job-years. A multiplier of 1.0 
signifies that no indirect or 
induced job-years will be 
created. A multiplier of 2.0 
signifies that, for every one 
direct job-year, the number 
of indirect and induced job-
years created in the local 
economy will add up to one 
full-time equivalent job-year. 
For example, if rising demand 
for energy storage creates 
ten new battery installation 
job-years and the local 
multiplier is 2.5, then fifteen 
new indirect and induced 
job-years will be created in 
the local economy.
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7,500 indirect and induced jobs. If a concerted effort were made 
by the state to fill in the supply chain and strengthen the cluster, 
recruiting those additional businesses could add roughly 4,400 
jobs, bringing the number of indirect and induced jobs to nearly 
12,000.

With smart, strategic policies aimed at attracting battery supply 
chain businesses to the state, Nevada’s leaders can ensure that 
the state’s investment in Tesla pays off for the state and for 
hard-working Nevadans. Increasing the number of supply chain 
businesses can create thousands of good-paying, skilled jobs. If 
the high-employment projections prove to be correct and Tesla is 
able to fill most of its supply chains needs with in-state purchases, 
over 22,000 direct, indirect, and induced jobs could be supported. 

 -
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Battery Market Trends
Lithium-ion Batteries 
Lithium-ion batteries have the potential to revolutionize our 
nation’s transportation and electric infrastructure. Currently, the 
global lithium-ion battery market is dominated by the consumer 
segment, with batteries powering such everyday products as cell 
phones, tables, cameras, and power tools. Projections, though, 
show that the automotive and utility segments of the battery 
market are on the brink of a major boom.9 

Electric vehicles (EVs) represent a promising avenue for reducing 
the United State’s dependency on foreign petroleum by shifting 
from oil-based transportation to electric power. EVs can help 
to lessen the nation’s reliance on petroleum from politically 
volatile countries, by reducing or eliminating the need for gas. In 
addition, because electric vehicles are powered by electric motors 
instead of a gasoline engine, EVs are more energy efficient and 
environmentally friendly than internal combustion engines.13 In 
recent years, automakers have begun developing electric cars 
with faster charging times and longer ranges, eliminating two 
major barriers to market acceptance.14 

Utility-scale batteries have the capacity to restructure our nation’s 
electrical grid. Currently, electricity production and consumption 
must be exactly balanced, in part because the North American 
power system requires electric power to be delivered within a 
very narrow frequency range. Keeping power plants running 
in order to meet fluctuations in electricity supply and demand 
burns fuel even though the power is not being used, and that 
drives up the cost of electricity. Batteries can play a number of 
important roles in maintaining the balance and control across our 
electric power system.15 Figure 7 illustrates how energy storage 
can benefit consumers, utiliies and the grid.

 
Lithium-ion 
Batteries 
Lithium-ion batteries 
first became widely 
available in the early 
1990s and today enjoy 
the largest market share 
(37 percent) of all types 
of batteries.10 The surge 
in demand over the last 
two decades is primarily 
due to the reliability, high 
energy density, and low 
maintenance of lithium-ion 
battery technology.11 In 
addition, prices are coming 
down as manufacturing 
capabilities increase.12 

 
Energy Storage 
Technologies
Many technologies can 
be used for energy 
storage, such as pumped 
hydropower, flywheels, 
compressed air, and 
chemical batteries. 
Batteries are the most 
promising energy storage 
technology because they 
don’t require extensive 
land use, can be used for 
a variety of applications, 
have a relatively long 
storage time, are easy and 
fast to activate, require low 
maintenance, and can be 
installed almost anywhere. 
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Rising Demand
The global lithium-ion battery market is experiencing meteoric 
growth. Technology advancements and innovations have made 
lithium-ion batteries more efficient and lowered costs. Research 
breakthroughs are creating incredible leaps in energy density 
and vehicle travel range. Innovation, increased consumer 
understanding, and cost reductions are driving a significant 
growth in market demand for batteries.

The EV market, utility-scale energy storage market, and the 
residential and commercial energy storage markets are all 
expected to grow over the next decade. By 2024, the worldwide 
market for lithium-ion batteries in electric vehicles is projected 

Utilities 
and the Grid

The Value of Batteries

· Increase operating 
efficiency and grid 
reliability

· Reduce the need for 
peaker plants and 
system upgrades

· Increase renewable 
integration

· Provide backup power 
and keep critical 
equipment online 
during blackouts

· Reduce utility bills and 
enable consumers to 
go off-the-grid

· Reduce fuel bills for EV 
owners

Consumers

Figure 7. The Value of Batteries
Source: Navigant Research
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to grow from $7.8 billion to $30.6 billion per year.16 In the global 
residential and commercial markets, installed energy storage 
capacity is expected to grow seventy fold from 2014 to 2024.17 In 
the utility-scale battery sector, global revenues are projected to 
grow from $231.9 million in 2016 to $3.6 billion by 2025.18 

In the United States, a five-fold increase in the size of the energy 
storage market is expected in the next half-decade, growing 
to a $2 billion market in 2020.19 North America is currently the 
strongest market for plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) and is 
expected to remain the largest market for the next five to ten 
years, with projected annual growth rates of between 15 percent 
and 22 percent.20 In 2015, more than 115,000 EVs were sold in the 
U.S. alone, with the Tesla Model S strongly dominating U.S. sales 
and the Nissan Leaf and Chevy Volt rounding out the top three.21 

Declining Costs
Lithium-ion battery costs have been steadily decreasing, due 
to advances in manufacturing, new technological innovations, 
economies of scale, and increased competition. 

On the electric vehicle front, a recent study found that industry-
wide costs have fallen from more than $1,000 per kilowatt-hour 
in 2007 to around $410 in 2014, a reduction of 14 percent per 
year.22 Costs for market-leading firms like Nissan and Tesla have 
fallen to $300 per kilowatt hour in 2015, signaling that costs may 
already have reached the battery price needed for cost parity 
with conventional cars.23 

On the utility-scale front, the cost of some battery technologies is 
expected to drop to $100 per kWh by 2020, an 80 percent decrease 
from 2014 prices.24 While the battery itself is the most expensive 
part of a stationary electric power storage system, reductions 
in inverter prices and other technologies are bringing down the 
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Figure 9: U.S. Energy Storage Market to Reach $2 Billion by 2020 (Source: GTM Research)
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balance of system costs.25 With overall system costs decreasing 
by half every five to ten years, the installation of stationary 
battery systems all across the grid is an economic possibility.26,27,28 
Increased numbers of installations will continue to drive down 
overall system costs as economies of scale improve.

Decreasing costs and increasing market demand for lithium-
ion batteries represent a compelling opportunity for Nevada to 
become a national leader in battery manufacturing and to attract 
thousands of good-paying jobs to the state. 

Battery Manufacturing Technology 
There are many types of battery technologies, each with different 
manufacturing processes and assembly configurations. In order 
for Nevada policymakers and leaders to craft forward-thinking 
policies that reflect the future of battery technology, it is important 
to understand the general steps in the manufacturing process. 
The graphic on the adjacent page shows the stages of battery 
manufacturing.
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Research and innovation in the battery industry is leading to 
exciting breakthroughs. In the near future, batteries will be 
smaller, faster, more powerful, safer, and more economical. 

The Future of Batteries
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Lithium-ion Battery Supply Chain 
Analysis
Batteries are complex systems that offer opportunities for local 
manufacturing at many points throughout the supply chain. 
The raw materials must be mined, purified, and processed 
to exacting standards for the battery industry. The assembly 
process of battery cells is technically involved and requires skilled 
workers with expertise in electronic and chemical manufacturing 
processes. The final module assembly—where the battery cells 
are put together into a product that is sold for use in cell phones, 
residences, or utility backup systems—requires attention to 
detail, system knowledge, high levels of quality control, and 
extensive testing experience. 

The battery supply chain is comprised of companies working 
across a variety of technology categories. Several businesses in 
and around both Reno and Las Vegas are already working in the 
battery industry or will begin operations soon. In Henderson, 
K2 Energy Solutions develops and manufactures a proprietary 
battery technology.29 In North Las Vegas, electric carmaker 
Faraday Future will open a billion-dollar factory.30 Outside of 
Reno, Tesla’s Gigafactory will soon open in the Reno-Tahoe 
Industrial Center.31 In 2014, Cenntro, an electric commercial 
vehicle manufacturer, moved its headquarters to nearby Sparks.32 
Altairnano, which designs and manufactures energy storage 
systems, is headquartered in Reno.33 Another Reno company, 
Aqua Metals, has developed a new method to recycle lead-acid 
batteries.34 Additionally, Pure Energy Minerals has lithium mining 
operations in the state.35 

Policy Recommendations
Smart, strategic policies are needed to ensure that Nevada is at 
the forefront of this emerging market. Thousands of Nevadan 
jobs can be created if policymakers act quickly to capitalize on 
this opportunity in the marketplace. Nevada has a chance to be a 
leader in the battery sector, but without a targeted effort, other 
states will reap the benefits of this opportunity.

Policymakers can bolster the state’s battery cluster by focusing 
on innovative policies that stimulate demand and make Nevada 
appealing to battery manufacturers. Building a robust in-state 
market will attract private investments, strengthen the economy, 
and create new value chains, which will subsequently stimulate 
and accelerate new export markets. Nevada can create thousands 
of skilled, good-paying jobs by stoking competition, eliminating 
barriers, and encouraging demand. 
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Policy 1: Expand PACE to Include Battery 
Systems
In 2009, Nevada sought to become a leader in clean energy project 
financing by enacting Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) 
enabling legislation (SB 358).36 PACE programs allow property 
owners to finance investments in renewable energy and energy 
efficiency with a loan that is repaid through their property tax 
bill.37 The loans are attractive for borrowers because energy 
investments often require more capital than would otherwise be 
available to many Nevadans. Lenders are willing to offer attractive 
interest rates because the loan is secured by a tax lien on the 
property.38 Unfortunately, the enabling legislation contained 
specific definitions that did not list battery systems as an eligible 
investment.39 

Nevada’s legislature could revisit its PACE-enabling legislation to 
give local governments the power to decide what improvements 
can be financed through PACE loans. Nevada’s current law 
specifically defines renewable energy as biomass, geothermal 
energy, solar energy, waterpower, and wind power.45 It also defines 
an energy efficiency improvement as a modification “designed 
to reduce the energy consumption.”46 By broadening these 
definitions and giving local governments the ability to include new 
technologies in their programs, Nevada can empower property 
owners to invest in battery systems and electric vehicle charging 
stations. Additionally, increasing the availability of batteries will 
create good-paying installation jobs for Nevadans. 

Financing Batteries with PACE Loans
In New York and California, property owners can use PACE 
loans to finance battery systems. New York’s PACE program, 
called Energize NY, allows PACE loans to finance investments 
in demand management, in addition to energy efficiency 
and renewable energy.41 Demand management technologies 
include battery storage, fuel cells, and combined heat and 
power. In California’s law, the scope of what counts as an 
energy efficiency or renewable energy improvement must be 
defined by the individual cities that establish PACE programs.42 
With that latitude, PACE programs have financed battery 
systems and electric vehicle charging stations.43,44 

 
Best Practice: 
Strengthening 
PACE
Although Nevada passed 
PACE-enabling legislation in 
2009, no cities or counties 
have established PACE 
programs.40 By creating 
uniform PACE guidelines 
and establishing a loan-
loss reserve, Nevada could 
empower local governments 
to quickly and efficiently 
create PACE programs, 
bringing millions of dollar 
of private investment to the 
state. See Chapter 2 Policy 1 
for more information.
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Policy 2: Expand the Renewable Energy Tax 
Abatement Program to Include Battery 
Deployments and Manufacturing
Although Nevada has fought hard in recent years to attract 
large battery manufacturers, the state has lacked a similar 
commitment to attract small- and medium-sized manufacturers 
and supply chain businesses. Those large manufacturers have 
negotiated substantial tax benefits. For example, Nevada 
awarded Tesla a twenty-year, 100 percent sales tax abatement 
and a ten-year, 100 percent property tax abatement in exchange 
for Tesla’s commitment to invest $3.5 billion in the state.47 
Faraday Future negotiated a package that includes a transferable 
tax credit of $9,500 for each new qualified employee and a full 
abatement of sales taxes for up to fifteen years.48 Additionally, 
Faraday Future received a 75 percent property tax abatement 
and a 75 percent employer excise tax abatement.49,50 While this 
company-by-company method of negotiating may work well 
with large companies that can afford to negotiate with several 
states simultaneously, a uniform tax incentive for renewable 
energy businesses could attract more small- and medium-sized 
companies.

Instead of negotiating tax abatements on a company-by-
company basis, Nevada could expand the existing Renewable 
Energy Tax Abatement Program to include battery deployments 
and manufacturing. The existing program has been incredibly 
successful with a ten to one return on investment through partial 
sales and use tax and property tax abatements for renewable 
energy facilities.53 Participating businesses are currently required 
to invest a minimum of $3 million in the state and hire at least fifty 
employees.54 Additionally, businesses must pay their employees at 
least 110 percent of the average statewide hourly wage and must 
pay construction workers 175 percent of the average statewide 
hourly wage plus health insurance benefits.55 Passing uniform 
tax legislation for all battery deployment and manufacturing 
businesses, rather than negotiating project-by-project with 
manufacturers, would demonstrate to companies around the 
globe that Nevada is ready to compete for small- and medium-
sized battery firms and good-paying, skilled manufacturing jobs.

To attract large battery manufacturers and suppliers, the state 
could add tiered incentives to a manufacturing extension of the 
Renewable Energy Tax Abatement Program. As a company’s 
investment increases, the duration and percentage of the tax 
abatement could ramp up. As a model for the highest tier of 
incentives, policymakers could look to the recent bills passed to 
recruit Tesla and Faraday Future to the state.56 Passing a tiered 
incentive program would demonstrate to battery manufactures 

 
Incentives 
for Large 
Manufacturers
In an aggressive fight to 
attract large manufacturers, 
Nevada’s legislature 
has approved two large 
incentive packages. To build 
a battery manufacturing 
plant outside Sparks, Tesla 
received a $1.25 billion 
tax incentive package.51 
To recruit Faraday Future 
to North Las Vegas, the 
state approved a $335 
million deal that provides 
$215 million in tax credits 
and abatements and $120 
million in infrastructure 
improvements.52 
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that Nevada is prepared to compete for renewable energy 
manufacturing facilities of every size. 

Policy 3: Use ESCOs to Upgrade Public Fleets
Although Nevada’s cities and school districts have successfully 
used energy savings performance contracting to fund a variety 
of projects, the current financing mechanism cannot be used to 
finance electric vehicle purchases.57,58 Performance contracting 
would be especially fruitful for public entities seeking to add 
EVs to their fleets, because the contracts bring in third-party 
energy service companies (ESCOs). Unlike public entities, ESCOs 
can benefit from the federal tax credit of $7,500.59 Nevada’s 
public entities can look to the success that a school district in 
Pennsylvania has had in financing clean energy busses.

By expanding the definition of eligible cost-savings measures to 
include fleet vehicles, Nevada’s municipalities, hospitals, schools, 
and universities could upgrade their fleets and save money. This 
would increase demand for EVs and charging stations, creating 
good-paying installation jobs and adding revenue to the local 
economy. 

 
Acquisition 
Requirements for 
Large Fleets
State law requires that large 
fleets, those containing 
at least fifty vehicles in a 
county with a population 
of 100,000 or more, buy 
alternative fuel vehicles.63 
At the end of 2014, Clark 
County’s fleet of 2,600 
vehicles had over 600 
hybrids and officials 
planned to add eight all-
electric Chevy Volts.64 

 
What is an ESCO?
Third-party energy service 
companies (ESCOs) 
operate on a performance 
contract to develop, 
facilitate financing for, and 
install energy efficiency 
projects in buildings. 
ESCOs traditionally serve 
governments, hospitals, 
universities, and schools, 
saving these end-users 
a total of $50 billion in 
avoided energy costs as of 
2014.60 

Best Practice: Pennsylvania School District Uses ESCO to 
Upgrade Buses 
The Rose Tree Media School District near Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania worked with Johnson Controls, an ESCO, to 
establish energy efficiency building performance contracts. 
However, Johnson Controls identified another opportunity for 
savings: converting the bus fleets to use compressed natural 
gas. They managed the conversion of diesel buses to natural 
gas, converted maintenance infrastructure and operations, 
built fueling stations, and provided staff training and transition 
assistance. The Rose Tree School District, which operates 
seventy-four school buses, will save $1 million through the 
project.61 
Best Practice: Performance Contracting for EVs in 
Colorado
In 2013, Colorado amended the state’s utility cost-savings 
measures law, which previously applied only to buildings, to 
now include fleet vehicles. Vehicle fleet maintenance and fuel 
cost savings can be included in public contracts as long as 
overall cost savings are equal to or higher than the contract 
amount.62
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Policy 4: Properly Define the Value that 
Utility-Scale Batteries Add to the Grid
The most significant barrier for the utility-scale battery industry is 
accurately valuing the multitude of services that batteries provide 
to the grid. Utility-scale batteries do not generate electricity or 
direct revenue. However, the efficiency, resiliency, transmission, 
and other ancillary service benefits they do offer are not typically 
assigned a dollar value.65 Instead, single metrics are used, which 
fail to account for the wide array of benefits batteries provide. 
In the past five years, new federal and regional policies have 
updated electricity market structures. The new policies allow 
utilities to monetize the benefits of energy storage.66 As a result, 
battery markets are growing rapidly in some regions. 

Best Practice: Energy Storage Valuation in the PJM 
Interconnection 
The utilities located in the PJM Interconnection have become 
national leaders in energy storage due to PJM’s early adoption 
of an energy storage valuation methodology. In 2014, 
approximately two-thirds of all energy storage installed in the 
United States was located in the PJM territory.70 This success is 
due to PJM’s quick implementation of FERC’s Order 755, which 
creates a market for frequency regulation with a pay-for-
performance premium for storage.71 As part of a larger mission 
to formally define the revenue streams for energy storage at 
the federal level, FERC has issued several orders to create fair 
treatment (Orders 1000 and 792) and proper compensation 
(Orders 755 and 784) for energy storage assets.72 Moving 
forward, utilities within PJM are planning to increase their 
investments in energy storage: more than 500 MW of storage 
are in the pipeline, five times the amount currently installed.73 
Best Practice: Energy Storage Valuation in Oregon
Oregon’s lawmakers recently passed legislation (HB 2193) 
that requires their utilities commission to create valuation 
guidelines that include all the benefits of storage. The law 
states that each of the following parameters should be 
included: 1) deferred investment in electricity generation, 
transmission, or distribution, 2) reduced need for supply 
during peak demand, 3) improved reliability of transmission 
systems, 4) improved integration of renewables, 5) reduced 
greenhouse gas emissions, and 6) reduced portfolio variable 
power costs.74 Additionally, public utilities are required to 
procure at least one energy storage system capable of storing 
5 MW per hour by 2020.75 The utilities may recover all costs 
(including above-market costs) incurred in the procurement 
through rates.76 

 
Grid Resiliency 
and Reliability
Utility-scale batteries 
provide an added layer of 
resiliency and reliability 
to the grid that is difficult 
to value and is not often 
included in modeling tools. 
Many cities and states are 
beginning to appreciate 
the resiliency that energy 
storage can bring to the 
grid in the wake of extreme 
weather events, such as 
hurricanes.67,68,69 
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Using lessons learned from other states, Nevada’s legislators could 
create a commission or direct the Public Utilities Commission of 
Nevada (PUCN) to establish a proper valuation method for energy 
storage. To assign a proper value to energy storage technologies, 
the state could use FERC’s orders, the PJM Interconnection 
valuation methodologies, and resources developed by industry 
experts as guidelines. Given the complexity of energy storage, 
the commission could actively engage industry experts to assist 
in this process. 

With this new valuation method, the state could determine 
whether in-state energy storage is economically and technically 
feasible. If energy storage is deemed feasible, the PUCN or the 
legislature could require that utilities include energy storage in 
their Integrated Resource Plans (IRPs). The IRP process would 
demonstrate the use-cases where energy storage is a more 
cost-effective investment than other resources. The PUCN could 
also issue specific guidelines for utilities to request permission 
to deploy storage outside of the IRP process. By establishing a 
valuation model for energy storage, policymakers could send a 
market signal to utility-scale battery manufacturers that Nevada 
is ripe for investment. 

Chapter Summary
Nevada has the opportunity to capitalize on the momentum 
of recruiting a strong battery anchor to the state. By enacting 
smart, strategic policies, Nevada can strengthen its battery 
cluster by increasing demand and recruiting additional small- 
and medium-sized supply chain companies. Additionally, Nevada 
can expand financing options for end-users, encourage public 
EV fleets, and define the value of energy storage. Increasing the 
state’s commitment to the battery economy can make Nevada 
a world-leader in the battery industry and create thousands of 
good-paying, skilled jobs for Nevadans.
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Chapter 4: Innovation 
Ecosystem and Access 
to Capital
In today’s competitive, globalized economy, businesses are more 
likely to thrive in cities and states that offer a rich innovation 
ecosystem and improved access to capital. A successful innovation 
ecosystem bridges the gap between the knowledge economy 
and the commercial economy, while access to capital programs 
provide the necessary funds to facilitate commercialization and 
expansion of businesses. State and local government institutions, 
as well as private entities, can take action and collaborate to 
maximize the impact of innovation, support new and expanding 
businesses, and create good-paying jobs in Nevada. 

Innovation ecosystems promote research and development 
(R&D), introduce new technologies to market, and incubate early-
stage businesses. Allowing ideas to be easily transferred from 
the lab to the marketplace accelerates further entrepreneurship 
and job creation. Robust innovation ecosystems include efficient 
intellectual property protection mechanisms, mentoring for 
entrepreneurs, and engagement of business and venture capital.

Access to capital is critical for the success of advanced energy 
technologies. New and growing businesses will face severe financial 
hurdles during technology development, commercialization, and 
expansion. Having access to investors and non-dilutive capital 
can be the difference between success and failure. To grow 
advanced energy businesses that create good-paying jobs, states 
can actively facilitate access to capital. 

Seamless connections between researchers, entrepreneurs, 
investors, and non-dilutive capital are vital for advanced energy 
technology businesses to thrive. The new energy economy is a 
race, and only businesses capable of bringing innovative ideas to 
the marketplace quickly and efficiently will emerge as winners. 

 
Innovation 
Ecosystem
• Promotes research and 

development
• Facilitates new technology 

to market
• Incubates early-stage 

businesses

 
Access to Capital
• Provides funding to new 

and growing businesses
• Connects investors with 

market opportunities
• Attracts entrepreneurs

 
Non-Dilutive 
Capital
Non-dilutive capital, such 
as grants and loans, does 
not affect ownership of a 
company. These funding 
sources may carry interest 
rates or have restrictions on 
how they are used, but will 
not impact the shares of the 
company. 

“One of the reasons the innovation sector still creates plen-
tiful jobs is that it continues to be a labor-intensive sector, 

since the main production input in scientific research is hu-
man capital—in other words, people and their ideas.” 

– Enrico Moretti, “The New Geography of Jobs”
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Nevada’s Innovation Ecosystem
Nevada is known for being business-friendly, largely due to 
its limited taxes on businesses.1,2 Nevada supports a diverse 
innovation ecosystem anchored by applied research centers, 
several state-sponsored startup funds, and a number of pro-
minent universities, including the University of Nevada, Las 
Vegas and the University of Nevada, Reno. However, according to  
studies by the Brookings Institution and the Information Tech-
nology and Innovation Foundation, Nevada lags behind neigh-
boring states in innovation capacity and output.3,4 Nationally, 
Nevada ranks near the bottom in terms of its share of total 
employment in high-tech jobs, as well as its share of the private 
sector employed as scientists and engineers.5 Nevada also ranks 
low in venture capital investment, industry R&D investment, 
and in the pace of its movement toward an advanced energy 
economy.6,7 In recent years, the state’s leaders have focused on 
economic development and attracting new industries.8 By further 
emphasizing university research and creating new hubs for 
innovation and collaboration, Nevada can spark startup creation 
and attract new tech-based businesses to the state. 

Research Institutions and Initiatives
Nevada’s higher education system boasts three four-year state-
funded institutions: University of Nevada, Reno (UNR), University 
of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV), and Nevada State College (NSC). The 
Nevada System of Higher Education (NSHE) oversees all state-
funded colleges, including two-year institutions.9 The NSHE also 
oversees the Desert Research Institute (DRI), a campus dedicated 
to environmental science research.10 

Nevada’s leaders have worked to facilitate technology com-
mercialization and improve the state’s research base. To improve 
commercialization, the Nevada Governor’s Office of Economic 
Development is working to facilitate relationships between 
academic researchers and industry partners at applied research 
centers.11 The state’s universities have also established several 
advanced energy research centers, which offer educational 
opportunities to students interested in energy technology. For 
example, UNR houses the Renewable Energy Center, whose 
independent research groups focus on solar energy, advanced 
manufacturing, and other advanced energy technologies.12 UNLV 
hosts both the Center for Energy Research and the Solar Energy 
Initiative; DRI is home to groups focused on wind energy, biomass-
to-energy systems, and hydrogen applications.13,14,15 

 
Office of 
Enterprise and 
Innovation
In 2015, UNR restructured its 
Office of the Vice President 
for Research and Innovation 
(VPRI) to promote innovation 
and strengthen industry con-
nections.16 Within the VPRI, 
the new Office of Enterprise 
and Innovation is expanding 
on traditional technology 
transfer mechanisms such as 
patents, licensing, and corpo-
rate relations.17 
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Resources for Startups
In recent years, Nevada’s leaders have been working to create 
more incubator and accelerator spaces for tech-based companies. 
Nevada has a number of programs that promote new business 
growth and expansion.

Knowledge Fund 
Funded at $10 million per biennium in 2013, the Knowledge Fund 
seeks to support research, innovation, and commercialization 
efforts at UNR, UNLV, and DRI.18 The competitively distributed 
funds can be used to recruit and retain faculty members, create 
and supply research labs, provide capital for research institutes 
and new buildings, and match federal and private sector grants.19 
In its first year alone, the fund supported six projects—two at 
each of its three recipient institutions.20 

The InNEVation Center
The InNEVation Center is a collaborative work space housed at 
UNR’s Innovation Center in downtown Reno.21 Funding for the 
Center’s $500,000 build-out was provided by Switch, a data-center 
provider headquartered in Las Vegas.22,23 The InNEVation Center 
houses over seventy companies, including startups, SUPERNAP 
data center partners, nonprofits, and educational institutions.24 

The Mill 
A seed accelerator in Las Vegas, the Mill provides funding, office 
space, mentors, and a collaborative environment for startups.28 
Funding for the Mill is provided by the Vegas Tech Fund, a Nevada 
venture capital firm.29 The Mill’s Idea Accelerator sponsors one 
company per month, giving entrepreneurs early support to test 
their ideas. Additionally, the Mill’s Startup Accelerator, designed 
for larger companies, sponsors cohorts of five companies. Each 
company sponsored by the Startup Accelerator receives $25,000, 
classes, mentors, and three months of desk space. Companies 
must agree to locate in Las Vegas and give the Vegas Tech Fund a 
5 percent ownership stake.30 

Reno Accelerator Fund 
The Reno Accelerator Fund invites startup companies to 
compete for a $20,000 loan, with an additional $2,000 going to 
the incubator sponsoring the startup. The city of Reno created 
a $200,000 fund from its annual HUD Community Development 
Block Grant.31 Final investment decisions are made by the City 
of Reno. Established in January 2014, the fund has supported 
sixteen early-stage companies and four accelerator programs.32 

 
Incubators and 
Accelerators 
An incubator is designed 
to provide support services 
to early-stage startups. 
Incubator assistance can 
include office space, profes-
sional networks, access to 
financing, and business skill 
training. Accelerators assist 
companies in the later stag-
es of business development, 
usually addressing short-
term needs such as product 
launches.

 
VegasTech
The website VegasTech is 
a hub that lists the fifteen 
tech-related companies that 
support innovation and tech 
startups.25 The hub includes 
a list of events across the 
state and showcases people 
and projects. 

 
The Spark
The Spark is a virtual 
pre-accelerator program 
that has informative videos 
from thirty tech-business 
experts. The videos teach 
new entrepreneurs how to 
find institutional investors, 
obtain and protect patents, 
and search for a partner.26,27 
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Nevada Small Business Development Center
The Nevada Small Business Development Center consists of a 
network of facilities across the state which assist business owners 
with starting, operating, and expanding their companies.33 

The center also provides businesses with market research and 
guidance to help them comply with environmental regulations.34 

Access to Capital
Nevada is well-known for being business-friendly because of the 
state’s limited taxes.36 The state has no personal income tax, 
franchise tax, inheritance tax, or estate tax.37 However, while 
low taxes help attract established businesses, they do little for 
startups that are years away from turning a profit. To facilitate 
more startup activity in Nevada, targeted programs that provide 
access to capital are needed.

Access to capital is essential for entrepreneurs to grow their 
businesses, bring products to market, and create new jobs. Many 
entrepreneurs are unable to find the necessary capital to sustain 
their companies long enough to reach the commercialization 
phase. As shown in Figure 10, companies nationwide often face 
funding shortages during the prototyping and commercialization 
phases, commonly known as the “valleys of death.” In 2014, 
75 percent of venture capital funding went to companies in 
California, New York, and Massachusetts; businesses in the other 
forty-seven states had to compete over the remaining 25 percent, 
stifling innovation across the country.38 The nation’s uneven 
distribution of venture funding highlights the importance of state 
policies for new venture capital investments. 

Figure 10. New technologies need help crossing the second “valley of death” during the 
commercialization process.  
Source: Department of Energy

 
Innovation 
Ecosystem Award
The Economic Development 
Authority of Western Nevada 
(EDAWN) recently won an 
Innovation Ecosystem Award 
at the Global Innovation 
Summit for attracting, retain-
ing, and developing entrepre-
neurs. Within eight months of 
creation, EDAWN’s entrepre-
neurial program worked with 
more than 165 startups and 
entrepreneurial endeavors. 
EDAWN’s efforts have led 
to seventy new startup jobs 
and $2.33 million in venture 
funding.35 
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Venture Capital
Nevada has struggled to attract venture capital investments 
despite recent efforts by the Governor’s office to expand access 
to new funding.39,40 Nevada is below the national average with 
respect to the number of venture capital investments.41 In 2014, 
the state ranked thirty-second out of fifty states in total venture 
capital funding, with only $45 million invested.42 Utah, which has 
a similar-sized economy, saw $800 million in venture capital deals 
in 2014.43 

According to the National Venture Capital Association, the total 
value of all venture capital deals in Nevada in 2015 was less than 
$12.2 million, with only four deals executed.44 Greater access to 
early-stage capital can help Nevada’s entrepreneurs start and 
grow their businesses in the state. 

Early-Stage Capital
Nevada has a number of successful funds that promote business 
growth and expansion.

Catalyst Fund
Created in 2011, the Catalyst Fund incentivizes the expansion of 
in-state companies and the relocation of out-of-state businesses 
to Nevada.45 By 2015, the fund had awarded grants to fourteen 
companies, totaling $10 million. Those companies have promised 
to bring 3,800 jobs to Nevada.46 

Battle Born 
Battle Born is a venture capital program that makes equity 
investments in early-stage, high-growth Nevada companies.47 
The program is overseen by the Governor’s Office of Economic 
Development and targets eight high-growth industries, including 
energy, manufacturing, and mining.48 Battle Born targets a 15 
percent internal rate of return on its investments.49 Funding limits 
depend on the stage of the eligible company. Pre-seed companies 
can receive up to $100,000. Seed-stage firms are eligible for up to 
$500,000. Venture-stage companies can receive up to $1 million.50

Silver State Opportunities Fund
Created by Senate Bill 75 and launched in 2012, the Silver 
State Opportunities Fund invests $50 million of capital from 
the Permanent School Fund in Nevada businesses and out-of-
state firms relocating to the state. Profits from the Silver State 
Opportunities Fund increase funding for K–12 schools.51 This 
private equity fund invests in fund partnerships and directly in 
businesses.52 

 
Project Vesto 
Project Vesto is a $100,000 
business startup competition 
funded in part by the Gov-
ernor’s Office of Economic 
Development. Contestants 
submit one-page summaries, 
give five-minute business 
plan pitches, and compete in 
an online voting contest. The 
competition has attracted 
232 entries.53 
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Non-Dilutive Funds
Nevada’s state government and universities provide bonds and 
grants for local businesses and startups. 

Industrial Development Bonds
To provide low-interest financing, the Nevada Department of 
Business & Industry issues tax-exempt industrial development 
bonds for eligible businesses.54 Cities and counties can issue 
industrial development bonds for research and development, 
manufacturing, industrial warehousing, and pollution-control 
technologies. The maximum term on Nevada’s industrial 
development bonds is forty years. 

Nevada Microenterprise Initiative
The Nevada Microenterprise Initiative (NMI) provides access to 
capital for entrepreneurs and small business owners who do not 
meet traditional financing requirements.55 NMI also coordinates 
additional resources, including professional business counseling, 
entrepreneurial training, and specialized business courses, as well 
as microenterprise workshops that allow entrepreneurs to gain 
further knowledge on how to create or expand their business. 
The initiative has funded thirty-four new businesses and trained 
935 people. 

Policy Recommendations
If Nevada wants to be a national leader in battery and solar 
manufacturing, it needs to further build out its strong innovation 
ecosystem and expand access to capital. Creative solutions will 
bring technologies to market faster, grow startups, and attract 
jobs to the state. 

Policy 1: Create a Venture Capital Fund of 
Funds
A crucial piece of any state’s innovation ecosystem is its 
venture capital climate. A robust venture capital culture helps 
entrepreneurs with ground-breaking ideas and new technologies 
secure the capital needed to grow their companies and create 
good-paying, skilled jobs. One strategy to attract top venture 
capitalists into a state is to establish a state- or regionally-focused 
fund of funds, which invests in venture capital funds rather than 
directly into companies.
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Nevada can launch its own initiative aimed at bringing investments 
to local startup companies from the top venture capitalist firms 
in the country. A regionally- or state-focused fund of funds 
that emphasizes positive returns and engages the business 
community is a market-driven model for creating jobs and 
boosting economic growth. By attracting investments from the 
nation’s premier venture capitalists, Nevada will also gain their 
knowledge, discipline, and expertise. Through a fund of funds, 
Nevada can harness the potential of its ambitious entrepreneurs 
and promote innovative companies that will create good-paying 
jobs.

Best Practice: A Private Fund of Funds in Michigan
The Renaissance Venture Capital Fund (RVCF) in Michigan is 
a fund of funds born out of extensive collaboration between 
business leaders, nonprofits, and the public sector. Created 
in 2008, the RVCF aims to invest in the growth of innovative 
technologies and companies in the state.56 The privately run 
fund was able to attract an initial $45 million in investments, 
which was subsequently leveraged to raise $500 million for 
twenty-three Michigan companies. That first fund created 
hundreds of new jobs with an average salary of $85,000.57 
The fund was so popular with investors that RVCF decided 
to launch a second fund, which recently closed with a total 
of $79 million from private businesses, nonprofits, and state 
pension funds, all of which will be invested in Michigan com-
panies.58 
Best Practice: A Public Fund of Funds in Wisconsin
Wisconsin’s Badger Fund of Funds demonstrates another 
model for attracting venture capital: public venture capital 
fund of funds. In 2013, Governor Scott Walker signed legis-
lation to approve $25 million to seed the Wisconsin Badger 
Fund of Funds. The fund will invest in private venture capi-
tal funds, which in turn will invest the money into early-stage 
Wisconsin companies.59 Although the Badger Fund is still con-
sidering investment options, the state’s bipartisan action is al-
ready sending strong signals to entrepreneurs and investors 
that Wisconsin is committed to attracting venture capital and 
talent to the state.60 
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Policy 2: Create an Equity Crowdfunding Hub 
Nevada has one of the lowest rates of venture capital investments 
per capita in the country.61 The state has made sixty-nine venture 
capital deals from 2009 to 2014, while the national average for that 
time period is 445 deals.62 Ranking in the bottom half of states in 
terms of total venture capital funding, Nevada needs innovative 
ways to attract investments in its promising new companies.63 

Online equity crowdfunding hubs allow entrepreneurs to 
advertise their business ideas and gather small investments from 
many investors.64 By creating a single location for investors across 
the world to find new businesses, equity crowdfunding hubs can 
dramatically improve access to capital.

Nevada’s policymakers could allocate funds to the Nevada 
Governor’s Office of Economic Development or to one of the state 
universities to develop and coordinate an equity crowdfunding 
hub for private investors. Nevada’s leaders could also provide a 
matching grant to help companies in battery and solar research 
secure funds through the online crowdfunding hub. Nevada has 
already passed legislation exempting intrastate crowdfunding 
from registration and compliance obligations required of large 
public companies.70 By creating its own equity crowdfunding hub, 
Nevada could attract funding to spur startup growth and job 
creation.

 
USEED
USEED is a service that helps 
educational institutions of 
all sizes develop customized 
crowdfunding portals. USEED 
runs the day-to-day opera-
tions of the platform for any 
campus group.65 

Crowdfunding
Rather than waiting for the private sector to act, several states 
and universities have taken the initiative to set up a crowd-
funding hub. Pennsylvania State University (PennState) creat-
ed a customized platform, PennState Crowdfunding, through 
USEED and piloted 12 projects.66,67 Wisconsin offers a licensed 
crowdfunding hub called CraftFund where Wisconsin inves-
tors can browse specialized companies seeking investors.68,69 

Incubators foster collaboration and mentorship
Photo Credit. vgajic
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Policy 3: Bolster Nevada’s Innovation Centers 
to Create Innovation Districts
Although Nevada’s universities and private facilities house a 
number of incubator spaces, the state has yet to create a robust, 
cohesive innovation district. Other states have successfully 
created innovation districts using tax increment financing to spur 
entrepreneurial initiatives and grow startups.

 
Innovation 
District
Innovation districts are geo-
graphic areas where anchor 
institutions and companies 
cluster, connecting with start-
ups, business incubators, and 
accelerators.71 The districts 
are compact, transit-acces-
sible, and technically wired. 
These live-work-play districts 
offer mixed-use housing, 
office, and retail spaces.72 

 
Tax Increment 
Financing (TIF)
TIF is a tool to help remedy 
blighted areas and encourage 
development from private en-
terprises. TIF often comes in 
the form of a subsidy to help 
overcome high costs of land 
acquisition, site preparation, 
and rehabilitation for redevel-
opment programs. Cities fund 
the development projects by 
earmarking future property 
tax revenue increases for a 
defined area or district.81 

Best Practice: Innovation Districts in Chattanooga and St. 
Louis
Examples of successful innovation districts can be found in 
Chattanooga and St. Louis. Both cities began by creating a 
collaborative advisory board.73 Having a centralized group of 
leaders from universities, businesses, and government is key 
to creating a coordinated and centralized plan for growth.
Chattanooga was the first mid-sized city to form an innova-
tion district, building on models in Boston and Barcelona.74 
Chattanooga’s innovation district is a collaboration between 
public entities, including the city’s public utility and the city 
and county governments; universities, such as University of 
Tennessee at Chattanooga; and private companies and foun-
dations, including the Lyndhurst and Benwood Foundations.75

The Cortex is St. Louis’ innovation hub and technology dis-
trict and is supported by tax increment financing (TIF).76,77 
The tax-exempt organization that oversees the district is a 
collaboration between Washington University in St. Louis, 
BJC Healthcare, University of Missouri–St. Louis, St. Louis Uni-
versity, and the Missouri Botanical Garden.78 In creating the 
Cortex, St. Louis aimed to redevelop underutilized land into 
mixed-use space. The TIF helped overcome the cost of infra-
structure improvement, site preparation, and environmental 
remediation for developers in the Redevelopment Area of the 
Cortex.79 Since its inception, the Cortex has constructed one 
million square feet of new and rehabilitated space through 
investments totaling $350 million and has generated 2,500 
technology-related jobs.80
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A city in Nevada could similarly provide developers with tax 
increment financing to create an innovation district focused on 
advanced energy. This district could feature live-work-play type 
mixed-use developments that attract millennial talent. The state 
already has a redevelopment law that gives cities the authority 
to create local redevelopment agencies, which in turn have the 
authority to create TIF districts. TIFs can provide financing for 
infrastructure projects that are critical to attracting economic 
development projects to a community.82 A prominent Nevada  
city could tailor a TIF to incentivize the development of an 
innovation district that encourages collaboration between pri-
vate enterprises, universities, local governments, and foun-
dations. Establishing an innovation district would send a signal 
to entrepreneurs around the globe that Nevada intends to be a 
serious player in the advanced energy economy.

Chapter Summary
Nevada’s leaders have demonstrated a strong commitment to the 
state’s innovation pipeline. Nevada provides significant support 
to emerging companies through its public university system, 
government programs, and partnerships with established inno-
vative companies. However, Nevada could do more to increase 
the availability of capital for startups and incentivize investments 
in local companies by launching a venture capital fund of funds, 
establishing an equity crowdfunding hub, and creating innovation 
districts. These policies will enable Nevada’s innovation ecosystem 
to develop and retain firms that will create good-paying jobs for 
residents and establish the state as a pioneering hub for advanced 
energy technologies. 
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Chapter 5: Workforce 
Development
Trained and skilled workers are fundamental to the success of 
an industrial cluster. Sector-based workforce development goes 
hand-in-hand with cluster development. If firms in the same 
cluster are able to coordinate with the government, schools, and 
related nonprofits on policies and programs to train workers for 
their sector, they will be better equipped to identify employment 
needs and find qualified workers with the necessary skills to fill 
available jobs. 

Nevada has recovered many of the jobs lost in the Great Recession 
of 2007-2009, but the state still has an unemployment rate of 6.4 
percent, higher than the national average of 4.9 percent.1 Despite 
the high unemployment rate, the energy sector continues to 
perform well in the state. Nevada added more than 1,900 clean 
energy jobs in the second quarter of 2015, ranking the state 
second only to Texas and accounting for over 15 percent of new 
clean energy jobs nationwide.2 Many jobs in the clean energy 
industry pay well, with an average annual salary of $63,800.3 

To attract employers and increase the number of good-paying, 
skilled jobs in the state, Nevada’s policymakers should consider 
investing in workforce development and job training. Currently, 
a major barrier to investment in the state is a lack of trained 
workers. A recent study of employers who chose not to relocate 
to Nevada discovered that the most common reason cited was 
“concern about the quality of workforce education.”4 Companies 
in Nevada are especially in need of workers trained in a science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) field. As of 
2013, 15 percent of all jobs in the state required a high level 
of knowledge in at least one STEM field.5 Despite this need for 
skilled workers, Nevada’s high school graduation rate is the third 
worst in the nation, behind only New Mexico and the District of 
Columbia.6 

In order to capitalize on opportunities in the advanced energy 
field, Nevada’s policymakers could take proactive steps to address 
skill gaps and structural challenges in its workforce training 
programs. By strengthening advanced energy clusters, Nevada 
could provide more good-paying jobs for its hard-working labor 
force and encourage Nevadans to pursue careers in their home 
state.
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Workforce Development Strengths
Nevada has several workforce development strengths that could 
be leveraged to support the state’s emerging advanced energy 
sectors. For example, Nevada’s robust higher education system 
offers multiple degree options for students interested in energy. 
Additionally, several programs are working to bring STEM training 
to K–12 students.

Nevada boasts a strong higher education system that offers 
several energy-related courses and majors. Students at the 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) can minor in solar and 
renewable energy, and graduate students can obtain a certificate 
in solar and renewable energy.7,8 At the University of Nevada, Reno 
(UNR), students can minor in renewable energy or batteries and 
energy storage technologies.9,10 Truckee Meadows Community 
College offers associate’s degrees in geothermal, solar, and wind.11

Several programs are working to strengthen STEM education in 
Nevada’s K–12 schools. The STEM Career Investigation Program 
invites high school students to learn about research and career 
opportunities from scientists and engineers.13 In northern 
Nevada, Black Rock Solar offers field trips for K–8 students to learn 
about renewable energy and solar power.14 In Washoe County, a 
partnership between the school district, UNR, and Envirolution, a 
local nonprofit, is introducing an energy efficiency curriculum to 
middle and high school students. The program, Project ReCharge, 
is funded through a $1.2 million grant from the National Science 
Foundation and will equip students to conduct energy audits of 
their own schools.15 The Carson City Library received a grant to 
introduce students in grades 6–10 to 3D printing through the 
game Minecraft.16 

Nevada also offers several programs to encourage employers 
to invest in worker training. The Train Employees Now program 
offers new and expanding companies up to $1,000 per employee 
for short-term, intensive job training.17 Silver State Works offers 
up to $2,000 per employee for training. Additionally, Nevada 
has collaborated with the German State of Saxony to create an 
exchange program for interns in advanced manufacturing.18 

Solar: Jobs and Training Needs
In 2014, 3,500 new solar jobs were created in Nevada, bringing 
the total number of solar jobs in the state to nearly 6,000.19 Jobs 
in the solar industry cover a wide array of professions, including 
project development, component manufacturing, construction, 
operations, legal services, data analysis, education, training, and 
research. As a result, comprehensive workforce development 

 
STEM Grants
In 2015, the Governor’s 
Office of Science, Innovation 
and Technology awarded 
nearly $336,000 in grant 
funding to three community 
colleges. Western Nevada 
College is using its $150,000 
award to build a training 
center through a partnership 
with Siemens. As the only 
Siemens-certified training 
facility in the western United 
States, the center will prepare 
workers to operate advanced 
automated manufacturing 
systems.12 
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and education programs that foster these multidisciplinary skills 
are required to fill jobs in the solar industry.

The table below describes career opportunities in the solar power 
supply chain.

Job Title Primary Responsibilities²¹ U.S. DOL Report-
ed Mean Salary²² 

Semiconductor Pro-
cessors

Saw cut ingots into segments and wafers and clean, polish, and 
load wafers into furnaces, chemical baths, and other equipment. $36,790

Computer-Controlled 
Machine Tool Opera-
tors, Metal and Plastic

Operate computer-controlled machines to work on metal or 
plastic pieces. $37,920

Welders, Cutters, Sol-
derers, and Braziers

Use hand-welding, flame-cutting, hand soldering, or brazing 
equipment to work on fabricated metal products. $40,040

Coating, Painting, and 
Spraying Machine Set-
ters, Operators, and 
Tenders

Set up and operate machines that coat or paint with a variety of 
materials, including lacquer, silver, copper, oil, and glaze. $32,890

Electrical and Elec-
tronic Repairers, Com-
mercial and Industrial 
Equipment

Install, test, adjust, and repair electronic equipment, including 
transmitters and antennas. $55,610

Electrical and Elec-
tronic Equipment 
Assemblers

Assemble and modify electrical or electronic equipment, includ-
ing computers, test equipment, electric motors, and batteries. $32,070

Industrial Production 
Managers

Plan, direct, and coordinate the activities and resources need-
ed to manufacture products in accordance with specifications, 
including cost, quality, and quantity.

$101,640

Solar Photovoltaic (PV) 
Installers

Assemble, install, and maintain solar PV systems and perform 
minor electrical work. $41,770

Table 2: Career Opportunities in the Solar Power Supply Chain²⁰

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
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Current Solar Training
Several paths exist for those looking to work in the solar industry. 
For example, a four-year degree is available at UNLV, where 
students can minor in solar and renewable energy. Nevadans 
interested in a two-year degree can obtain an associate’s degree in 
solar at Truckee Meadows Community College.23,24 For Nevadans 
looking to find employment as a solar installer, some rooftop 
solar companies offer in-house training.25 Alternatively, private 
training courses are available, but they can cost roughly $1,000.26 

Batteries: Jobs and Training Needs
Currently under construction, Tesla’s Gigafactory is expected 
to directly employ 6,500 jobs in Nevada.27 Available jobs will in-
clude electrical engineers, industrial engineers, logistics analysts, 
quality technicians, equipment maintenance technicians, and 
many more.28 Many of these skills are currently taught at 
community colleges, but those programs will need to ramp up 
capacity in order to meet future demand.29 

Current Battery Training
Since the announcement of the Gigafactory, several new training 
programs have been launched. For example, Truckee Meadows 
Community College has added a four-year degree in logistics.30 The 
Carson City Library has partnered with Western Nevada College, 
Carson City School District, and the Manufacturing Skills Institute 
to offer advanced manufacturing training.31 Library patrons and 
high school seniors will have the opportunity to earn a national, 
portable, industry-recognized credential through this program.32 
Additionally, the Governor’s Office of Economic Development has 
launched the Learn and Earn Advanced Career Pathway, a fully-
integrated advanced manufacturing career path from high school 
to college. The program offers multiple off ramps and on ramps, 
including the Carson City Library’s manufacturing certificate from 
the Manufacturing Skills Institute.33 

Policy Recommendations
To ensure the success of the state’s advanced energy sector, 
Nevada’s policymakers should consider committing to workforce 
development efforts that target skill gaps in the battery and solar 
clusters. Nevada could build upon recent job growth and existing 
education, training, and certification programs to capitalize on 
expansion opportunities in the state. 
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Policy 1: Promote Manufacturing 
Apprenticeships
Apprenticeships empower students to develop valuable on-
the-job skills, while simultaneously earning money. Nevada has 
ninety-one registered apprenticeship programs approved by the 
Nevada State Apprenticeship Council. In total, these programs 
serve fewer than 3,000 apprentices, which places Nevada in the 
bottom half of all states in terms of per capita apprenticeship 
opportunities.34,35 By increasing the number and quality of 
apprenticeships, Nevada could meet the growing demand for 
skilled workers in the advanced energy industry.

To encourage companies to establish apprenticeship programs, 
Nevada’s legislature could pass a tax credit modeled after South 
Carolina’s successful program. The tax credit would provide 
a modest incentive to employers for each apprentice hired. 
Nevada could also direct state agencies to work with participating 
employers to tailor requirements, wages, and associated curricula 
based on each company’s technical needs. Furthermore, Nevada 
could link apprenticeship programs with high school and 
community college programs, allowing students to earn academic 

Best Practice: Apprenticeships in South Carolina
South Carolina has demonstrated how a small investment in 
apprenticeships can have significant payoffs for workers and 
the state. South Carolina’s successful apprenticeship system 
offers a modest $1,000 state tax credit per apprentice per 
year.36 For every dollar that South Carolina has invested in the 
program, the state will collect more than $27 in tax returns 
over the career of an apprentice.37 Overall, the estimated 
social benefit of a registered apprenticeship exceeds the social 
cost by more than $49,000.38 Currently, there is a bipartisan 
bill stalled in Congress—the LEAP Act, S. 574—that would 
establish a similar tax credit at the federal level.39 
Best Practice: Wisconsin’s Youth Apprenticeships
Another best practice is to link apprenticeship hours to high 
school credits. Wisconsin’s Youth Apprenticeship program 
offers juniors and seniors a one- or two-year apprenticeship, 
which allows students to obtain industry skill certificates 
issued by the Department of Workforce Development.40 
This work-based learning is applied toward high school 
graduation requirements, as well as credit for admission 
within the Wisconsin Technical College System and University 
of Wisconsin system.41 From 1994 to 2012, 1,200 employers 
and 230 high schools helped nearly 16,000 youth apprentices 
earn certificates.42 

 
Federal Funds for 
Apprenticeships
In 2015, the Northern Neva-
da College Apprenticeship 
Consortium received a grant 
of nearly $3 million to create 
apprenticeships in northern 
Nevada. The money will be 
used to train 400 Nevadans 
for manufacturing jobs over 
the next five years.43 
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credit for on-the-job training. By establishing a modest tax credit 
and expanding apprenticeship programs to high schools, Nevada 
can open the doors to skilled manufacturing jobs for Nevada’s 
workers and young adults.

Policy 2: Expand Early College Programs to 
Improve STEM Education 
By 2020, two out of three American jobs will require a college 
credential, many of them in STEM fields.44 To meet the demand 
for skilled labor, the United States will need the majority of high 
school students to graduate on time, enter college, and earn an 
associate’s degree within three years or a bachelor’s degree within 
six years. Unfortunately, only one in five students nationwide 
meets that goal today.45 In 2012, less than 30 percent of adults in 
Nevada had an associate’s degree or higher.46 

Early college programs are an innovative way to engage students 
in the classroom and better prepare them for the jobs of the 21st 
century. Through partnerships between high schools and local 
colleges, students can earn their high school diploma and an 
associate’s degree concurrently in a four- to five-year period.48 
This design enables more students to earn a diploma, particularly 
low-income and minority students. Students enrolled in early 
college programs are more likely to graduate from high school 
(90 percent versus 78 percent nationally).49 This is especially 
impressive because the majority of early college students are from 
low-income families and will be the first person in their families to 
attend college.50 Nevada’s policymakers can look to Missouri and 
Ohio for examples of successful early college models.

Early College  
Success
Evaluations of early college 
programs in North Carolina 
found that participating stu-
dents reported higher levels 
of academic engagement, 
were more likely to be on 
track to graduate high school, 
and were less likely to be 
suspended than students in 
comparative schools.47 

Photo Credit. PSNS & IMF / Foter / CC BY-NC-SA
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To better prepare students for STEM careers, Nevada could 
increase the number of early college programs available 
throughout the state. While early college programs currently exist 
in Reno and Henderson, there is an opportunity to build on this 
success by expanding early college programs to other campuses 
and regions.61 Nevada’s leaders could establish industry-specific 
early college programs that address skills gaps in advanced 
energy industries. Establishing career pathway for grades 9–14 
in Nevada can reinvigorate high school education and increase 
the number of STEM-trained graduates available to support the 
state’s solar energy and battery industries.

Best Practice: Missouri Innovation Campus
The Missouri Innovation Campus, an early college program, 
is a collaboration between the University of Central Missouri, 
Lee’s Summit School District, and Metropolitan Community 
College.51 The program allows students in the greater Kansas 
City, Missouri area to take college classes during high school 
and graduate with a bachelor’s degree shortly after completing 
high school—all with minimal student debt. Primarily funded 
through a state grant, the program offers Bachelor of Science 
degrees in systems engineering technology, drafting and 
design technology, and computer science.52 Missouri has 
established the innovation campus grants at nine campuses 
with only $9 million in funding, significantly expanding 
educational opportunities for students throughout the state. 
Foundations and local businesses have provided additional 
support in the form of paid internships for participating 
students.53,54 More than 300 businesses are active partners. 
These partnerships have been critical to the program’s 
success.55 
Best Practice: Ohio’s Innovation Generation
Ohio has improved the early college model by embedding 
work-based learning in the curriculum of early college 
classes. As one of twelve states linked to the Pathways to 
Prosperity Network, Ohio has provided a $14.4 million grant 
to fifteen school districts in Central Ohio to develop six 
career pathways, including advanced manufacturing.56,57 The 
participating districts that are working with Columbus State 
Community College span five diverse counties and engage 
22,249 students in eighteen high schools.58 The program 
is intended to be a pilot that can be expanded throughout 
the state.59 In the 2014-2015 school year, the first year of the 
program, nearly 25 percent of all eligible students elected to 
enroll in the program—over 5,400 students.60 
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Policy 3: Promote Higher Education Programs 
in Advanced Energy 
In order for the state’s advanced energy economy to thrive, 
Nevada will need workers with advanced energy and energy 
engineering skills beyond a basic knowledge of STEM concepts. 
Currently, Nevada’s higher education system lacks an energy-
related college major, and professional degree programs do 
not offer courses focused on energy. Many states with strong 
solar and battery industries have established specialized degree 
programs in order to increase the pool of highly-qualified workers 
available to local companies and to attract investments to their 
states. 

Nevada’s higher education institutions should consider estab-
lishing interdisciplinary energy engineering degree programs, 
with a focus on solar energy and battery technologies. New 
energy engineering majors could borrow heavily from existing 
courses, faculty, and industry relationships to minimize startup 
costs. For example, UNLV already has a strong base of research 
and collaborative partnerships with local energy firms through 
the Solar Energy Initiative and the Solar Solutions Center.66 This 
existing infrastructure could be expanded to support broader, 
interdisciplinary programs.

In addition to establishing technically-focused academic pro-
grams, universities should consider adding energy-related 
classes at the law and business schools, such as energy law and 
energy finance, to support the state’s growing advanced energy 
economy. Expanding energy-related course offerings will increase 

Best Practice: Energy Engineering at Penn State
Across the nation, several universities have successfully 
established programs in advanced energy or energy 
engineering, including Pennsylvania State University. 
The university’s Bachelor of Science program in energy 
engineering offers a multi-disciplinary education, with 
courses in renewable energy, electrochemical engineering, 
business, finance, and management.62 During the first two 
years of the program, students take classes similar to most 
other engineering degrees, but during the last two years they 
take classes that apply engineering skills to energy problems. 
For example, students apply thermodynamics and chemical 
processing to the natural gas and biomass industries.63 
The program also offers internship opportunities with the 
Department of Energy and opens the doors to a wide range 
of career opportunities for graduating students.64 

Battery University
San Jose State University 
offers a master’s degree in 
battery technology, called 
“Battery University.” This 
graduate-level program is 
designed to increase the 
number of trained and skilled 
workers available to the rap-
idly growing battery industry. 
Course topics include basic 
overviews of battery technol-
ogy and manufacturing, as 
well as overviews of energy 
market dynamics and policy 
considerations. The program 
includes opportunities for 
hands-on experience, allow-
ing students to work with 
local battery companies. Stu-
dents also have the flexibility 
to take classes online and on 
nights and weekends.65 
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the number of trained and knowledgeable workers and help 
attract more innovative companies and investments to the state. 

Chapter Summary
Nevada has the potential to expand the state’s solar and battery 
sectors through targeted workforce development initiatives. 
By promoting apprenticeships, offering early college programs, 
and expanding energy-related courses, Nevada can prepare its 
workforce for the advanced energy economy.
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Conclusion
In order to build on Nevada’s success in the advanced energy 
space and position the state for continued growth, policymakers 
will need to make advanced energy a priority. The purpose of The 
Nevada Jobs Project: A Guide to Creating Advanced Energy Jobs is to 
analyze the state’s advanced energy economy in order to create 
recommendations specifically tailored to the state’s needs. The 
policies recommended in this report are complementary and 
intended to help the state grow demand for advanced energy 
technologies, manufacture products within the state, enable 
entrepreneurship for technological advances, fund innovation 
with accessible capital, and equip workers with the skills required 
for the state’s future economy. 

Policy leadership in the advanced energy space can play an 
important role in promoting Nevada’s advanced energy clusters 
and creating good-paying, skilled jobs for Nevadans. Advanced 
energy clusters focused on batteries and solar technology offer 
great opportunities for the state to grow its economy and become 
a leader in the production and deployment of advanced energy 
technology.

If Nevada’s policymakers take swift and purposeful action to grow 
the battery and solar industries and attract companies to fill the 
supply chains, these industries can support an annual average of 
over 28,000 direct, indirect, and induced jobs. 

Nevada has the right mix of strengths to leverage this opportunity. 
With smart, forward-thinking policies, the state can diversify its 
economy and create thousands of middle-class jobs for hard-
working Nevadans. 

For more information about advanced energy technologies and 
best practice policies, visit http://americanjobsproject.us/.
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Appendix
Jobs Modeling Methodology
The American Jobs Project combines existing tools, analysis, 
and projections from several reputable sources to estimate job 
creation. Rather than providing a specific estimate, we show 
jobs potential across a range of possible outcomes.  All solar 
jobs are show in job-years that exist during the analysis timeline 
(2016-2030). Battery jobs are shown as an average of annual 
employment over the analysis timeline. 

The key to job creation lies in local action.  Our estimates are 
intended to start a conversation about how local stakeholders 
can work together to set their goals and utilize the same tools and 
data that we have used to estimate potential impacts.

The solar jobs analysis used the Job and Economic Development 
Impacts (JEDI) model and evaluated growth estimates across 
different levels of local-share spending for scenarios from the 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s Renewable Energy 
Futures, EERE’s Wind Vision and Bloomberg New Energy Finance. 
The battery jobs analysis is based on an existing IMPLAN analysis 
completed for the Nevada Governor’s Office of Economic 
Development (GOED) and varying estimates that challenge that 
analysis. 

Tools for Economic Impact Analysis
A number of modeling tools are available for estimating 
economic impacts from advanced energy industry growth. 
This report employs two of the most common tools available 
for advanced energy: Jobs and Economic Development Impact 
(JEDI) and IMpacts for PLANning (IMPLAN). Results from the JEDI 
model only show job gains and do not evaluate losses in other 
industries. They are based on approximations of industrial input-
output relationships, and do not include intangible effects.¹ The 
JEDI model is widely used because it estimates construction and 
other project economic impacts at the local (usually state) levels.² 
IMPLAN estimates the economic impact of each dollar invested 
into a sector and the resulting ripple, or multiplier, effects across 
the economy.³ Multipliers are used to generate the economic 
impacts of the project across three different categories of jobs: 
direct, indirect, and induced.⁴

It is important to note the limitations of these modeling methods. 
As mentioned, the estimates shown are only gross job creation. 
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Job losses in industries that compete with those in our analysis 
are not evaluated. Models do not dictate behavior, so indirect and 
induced jobs estimates could vary greatly based on the reality 
of what is actually purchased locally. Also, foreign and domestic 
competition can play a significant role in limiting the potential for 
job creation. The estimates presented in this report are highly 
dependent on sustained local action towards developing and 
maintaining these industries. 

Estimates Used in the Nevada Report
Solar
JEDI was used to estimate jobs potential for the solar industry 
in Nevada. We show the jobs potential from several scenarios 
based on different percentages of local share, i.e., how much of 
the total industry supply chain and service expenditures could 
happen in the state to serve local and national demand. In the 
report, we show a range of 25 percent to 75 percent of local share 
at 25 percent increments—0 percent would represent an unlikely 
situation where no products or services are purchased in the state 
and 100 percent would represent an equally unlikely scenario 
in which all products and services are provided by a perfect in-
state supply chain. The true potential likely lies somewhere in 
between, but is dependent on the options and incentives for 
purchasing local goods and hiring local firms to provide services. 
In cases where there were only regional estimates, we assume 
that Nevada would maintain its current weighted average of solar 
capacity in the region over time. Where detailed information was 
not available for rooftop solar, estimates are based on “Tracking 
the Sun” weighted average distribution for residential, small 
commercial and large commercial buildings.⁵ This was also used 
for average capital costs per MW for analyses in JEDI. Job-years 
included in this analysis represent all job-years that exist during 
the timeframe of 2016-2030.

Data used in the JEDI analysis were collected from the three 
sources listed below.

DOE Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable 
Energy: Wind Vision
The Wind Vision Study Scenario includes projections for rooftop 
solar PV deployment.⁶ The input parameters are similar to those 
found in the DOE’s 2012 SunShot Vision Study, a comprehensive 
review of U.S. solar electricity generation potential that was 
managed by NREL.⁷,⁸ The Wind Vision projections are based 
on updated assumptions about the phasing out of the solar 
investment tax credit.⁹ Wind Vision’s cost assumptions are based 
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on SunShot Vision Study’s 62.5 percent solar cost reduction 
scenario, where the 62.5 percent reduction is reached in 2020 
and a 75 percent reduction is reached in 2040.¹⁰ Wind Vision’s 
authors compared those cost estimates to a sample of leading 
costs projections and found them to be consistent with the 
average estimates in the literature.¹¹

National Renewable Energy Laboratory: Renewable 
Electricity Futures
The National Renewable Energy Laboratory's Renewable 
Electricity Futures Study (RE Futures) examines the extent to which 
renewable energy supply can meet U.S. electricity demands over 
the next several decades.¹²

The study explores electricity grid integration using models 
with unprecedented geographic and time resolution for the 
contiguous United States to assess whether the U.S. power 
system can supply electricity to meet customer demand 
on an hourly basis with high levels of renewable electricity, 
including variable wind and solar generation.¹³

The study explores very high renewable electricity generation 
levels between 30 percent and 90 percent of all U.S. generation 
in 2050, with a particular focus on 80 percent.¹⁴ The Incremental 
Technology Improvement scenario was used for our projections. 

Bloomberg New Energy Finance
Data from the “Medium-term outlook for US power: 2015 = deepest 
de-carbonization ever” report were provided by Bloomberg New 
Energy Finance (BNEF).¹⁵ BNEF projections build off an empirical 
process of research, based on market projections, EIA information 
and interviews with industry stakeholders. These projections 
are updated and published annually, though the back-end data 
is private and cannot be shared except by permission. BNEF 
graciously provided the data to us on the condition we would not 
publish it and only use it for our economic impact analyses. This in 
no way implies an endorsement of our project or our projections 
by BNEF. 

Batteries
The analysis for batteries is based on a report for the GOED 
that evaluated economic impacts of the Tesla Gigafactory.¹⁶  We 
utilized the range of multipliers used in that report, as well as an 
“in-between” multiplier that represents the mid-point between 
the high and low multipliers. We also used a lower estimate on 
direct annual job-years, based on commentary from UC Davis 
professor Martin Kenney, to show as a lower limit and a moderate 
scenario using the mid-point between Tesla’s high estimate and 
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Kenney’s low estimate.¹⁷ We show each direct jobs estimate across 
the range of multipliers to highlight the importance of clustering 
the supply chain to maximize multiplier effects and hitting the 
high employment estimate that Tesla is expecting.
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